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sui1rikY1 

10  P. Sefl5itiVE fluoritnetric method of DNA estimation was adapted for use 
with individual Drsophi3.a adults. The technique was combined with 
a spectrophotometric method of protein estimation so that the protein 
and DtiA content of an individual Draso,-ih-4&j  adult could be accurately 
and conveniently determined. This mode it pueaible to apply the 
statistical techniques of quantitative genetics in a study of the 
inheritance of two variables of fundamental importance in the process 
of growth. 

Thc inheritance of DNA content, protein content and thorax length wee 
studied under a variety of environmental conditions. The results 
were examined for evidence of the presence or absence of correlations 
between DNA content and prtein content, in order to see how these 
variables interact in the determination of adult body size. 

It was found that when environmental temperature during growth 
determined differences in body size, there was a negative correlation 
between protein content and DNA content. In teats in which chemically 
defined axenic media were used to determine the effects of suboptimal 
levels of different nutritional factors, it eso found that moderate 
reduction of coaWein  caused a decline in DNA content which was not 
correlated with any effect on protein content. In contrast, reduction 
of RNA in the medium caused a correlated decline both in DNA and protein. 
Differences in larval density on optimal live yeast medium which had 
no effect on body size, nevertheless caused large changes in DNA content 
in the adults. Differences in size caused by intangible sources of 
variation bstwen replicate cultures wero correlated with corresponding 
differences in DNA content. In contrast within culture variance in 
protein content was much smaller than the variance in DNA content, 
indicating that differences in DNA content ware not correlated with 
differences in size. 

The differences between inbred lines and crosses between them (heterosis), 
under optimal environmental conuitions involved uncozrelated differences 
in protein and DNA. Usually crosses had slightly higher irotein contents 
and much lowcr DNA contents, This difference in DNA content was 
conditional however. It could be changed within wide limits by 
onvironnentel conditions, while the difference in protein content use 
relatively constant. Gonereily, suboptimal environments led to the 
expression of heterosis as an increase in DNA content rather then 
protein/DNA ratio. 

So Among inbred lines the regression of protein or DNA was greeter than 
unity; among crosses it was less than unity. This was interpreted as 
a fundamental distinction between inbred and outbred g.notypoe. The 
difference was associated with a higher variance for body size in 
inbred lines, 



6. In a line selected for large body size, the change in protein content 
was on average mainly accounted for by a change in protein/)Wt ratio. 
In a line selected for smell body size a change in (*4* content accounted 
mainly for the response in protein content. Environmental effects, such 
as differences in larval density could affect the expression of differences 
created by selection so that the differeoceti in protein content could be 
either correlated or uncorrolated with differences in 04A. 

I. Comparisons of geographically isolated wild stocksot 	melanoaastsr 
and comparisons between different aMSphill species showed that large 
size differences are generally corri4ated with corresponding di? francea 
in )NA content. DNA content hoever also may be different in species 
or races which are similar in six.. 

Be Protein/04A ratio and cell size in the wing more found to show a high 
correlation in certain circumstances. In other instances,  there was 
no correlation between them. It was concluded that there is normally 
considerable independence between the cellular rlstione in different 
organs of the body. The limits to such independence remain to be 
determined. 

The results are discussed in relation to earlier work bead on cellular 
relations in the wing and other published biochemical evidence. Two 
possible models were examined which might account for the results. One  
model postulated complete independence of DNA and protein synthesis in 
development. This model was found to be inadequate since it did not 
account for the observed relationship between the variances of DUA and 
protein. The second model postulated the existence of regulatory 
mechanisms which direct devolepment towards a genetically predetermined 
and point. According to this model inverse variation in the underlying 
components reflects the operation of the regulatory mechanism. This 
model was found to be adequate to explain the observations. 

The general implications of a regulatory model for the theory of the 
genUc control of growth were discussed. 
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Growth in aninels has proved to be a difficult subject for study 

because of confusion in the definition of the problem. Beyond mere 

description of the process as the increase of size over time, lies the 

question of hoe growth is controlled. This can be plausibly, answered on 

number of levels, in terms of genetic control, the deveiopm..ntal process, 

hormonal control, nutritional limitation, etc. None of those explanations 

can over be completely satisfactory, however, even if they were properly 

understood. This is because fundamentally the control of gewth must 

involve all these levels of influence. The word*control" is often used 

rather loosely, as applied for exeepis in the phrase 'genetic contrci", 

In this sense, the word Is limited in meaning to apply to situations where 

genetic factors can be identified as the variables which determine growth 

differences in s particular population. This limited use of the word 

arises from artificially simplified experimental module which are analytically 

useful, but which tend to obscure the basic question at issue, namely: how 

Is the developing animal organised to as to achieve an integrated control 

over its growth? The snecer to this question must lie in the interactions 

between genes, onviromnt, hormonal and developmental systems, rather then 

in the properties of any one system in isolation* 

Genetic differences in size provide a useful starting point for a 

study of growth. Body size in animals Is a continuously distributed 

character which is influenced by both gonetie and environmental variables. 

Because it is an easy character to measure, and because of its economic 

importance in livestock brosding, body size has received such attention from 

students of quantitative inheritance. Important advances in the development 



of the theory of tojentitative inheritance have been based on body size data. 

Thus, even before the rediscovery of Mandalien Laws of heredity, Galton and 

Pearson laid the foundations of the biom4riceJ method of analysis with date 

on stature in man. Attempts to explain the inheritance of continuously 

variable characters in Mendelian terse eventually led to the multifactorial 

hypothesis. This postulated that quantitative characters were influenced by 

a number of Mendelian gone* and that environmental effects obscured the 

discontinuous nature of the variation due to segregating differences* Fisher 

(1915) was able to account for observed correlations between relatives in 

stature in terms of multiple Mendellan factors with dominancee 

More discriminating tests of the validity of the aultifectoriel 

hypothesis were provided by the axpez'im ntsi approach, Selection experiments 

on body weight in mice were reported by Goodele (1941), MacArthur (1949) and 

Falconer (1953), Ealconer's results were consistent with a model which 

involved genes with appro4itaately equal effects which were additive on a 

logarithmic scalca. Assuming this model to be applicable, Falconer calculated 

that at least 19 loci effecting size were necessary to account for the observed 

response to selection. Un the same basis, 54 loci were necessary to account 

for macArthur's results* in Falconer's experiment, dominance was predominantly 

In the direction of large size* Heritability uses of the oruar of 43, on 

average, but the response to sulaction wee asymmetric, Since it use greater iLn 

the direction of email size, in the small line there was a large unexplained 

increase in the variance in later generations of selection. Falconer and 

King (1953) showed that large lines which ceased to respond to selection did 

so because genetic variation was exhausteds Nevertheless reversed selection 

was still effective, which showed the existence of non..additive gone affects 



at the eltion limit. When two large Lines were Crossed the response to 

selection for high body weight was renewed, which thawed that physiological 

boundaries wire not Vio cause of the original limits. 

oberton and Heave (1952 ) carried out twos*uey selection experiments 

far thorax length in pros Us malunoosatar. Asymptotic response curves 

were obtained. Response to selection was about I5 times greater in the 

smell lines than in the iarga. At the limit of response in the swell lines, 

the genetic behaviour was consistent with the interpretation that all genes 

for email size had reached fixation. At the upper limit of rseonse, however, 

genetic variation was still present, and heritability for sLe was high. It 

was shown that viability differences could not account for the selection limit. 

further analysis revealed epistatic interactions among goose effecting thorax 

length. 

Comparison of these selection experiments on aloe and on zasohiis 

reveals similarities in genetic behaviour which are remarkable in view of the 

great differences in the biology of the two organisms. 

Inbreeding also has similar effects on body sire in a variety of 

organisms. In Qroenhiia inhieeding causes a moderate decline in size 

(Robertson and Rave 195s) 	When inbred lines are crossed1  the f progeny 

are commonly larger than the mean of the parent lines, but this is not invariably 

the case.. 

Various specific environmental factors affect body size in [Jrosophi 

Subaptimal nutritional conditions in larval life tend to reduce adult body size. 

LOW environmental temperatures during development cause increases in adult body 

size. 



The acceptance of a highly simplified view of gene cation wee encouraged 

by the success of the biometrical approach in explaining the broad outlines of 

the inheritance of quantitative characters. According to this view quantitative 

characters were controlled by a large number of genee with smell approximately 

equal additive effects* The wide acceptance of this model owed more to its 

mathematical convenience then to its rolevence to biological realitya 

Identifiable mutants clearLy did not often have email, additive affects on 

the characters they controlled, and one way out of the dilemma was to postulate 

the existence of a special class of genes with the required properties 

(Mather 1949) • it was not sufficiently appreciated that other modes of 

gene action could equally well account for the major Features of the experimental 

date and also explain the anomalies which the additive model, did not predict. 

Attempts to measure the relative contributions of genetic and 

environmental effects by comparing the variance In genetically uniform inbred 

genotypes, with that in random bred genotypes, led to a more critical approach-, 

It wee often found that inbred lines and F1  crosses, which are equally uniform 

genetically, nevertheless differed in variance due to non-genetic causes. 

It is important to distinguish several possible sources of nonøgentic 

variation. 

First there may be variation caused by environmental factors which 

vary from one individual to another. In addition environmental factors which 

act uniformly on all individuel9 may effect the degree to which the varying 

factors influence the phenotype (U era, MabLaren and michie 1950) • Another 

distinct source of variation is that which has been called "developmental 

noise", It represents the indeterminacy inherent in the developmental system, 

and Its existence means that a phenotype cannot be predIcted with complete 



accuracy even if the genotype and environment We comp1teiy specified. 

Although these sources of variation are logically quite distinct, 

in practice they are very difficult to separate. In theory1  developmental 

noise could be measured in a uniform environment, but in practice,although 

tangible environmental differences can be reduced to a minimum, it can 

never be stated that no such differences exist • Many investistors have 

used the correlation between characters represented more then once in a 

single organierii, such as bUetovai characters, to measure developmental noise. 

However, it is not possible to generalise raeu3.to  from one character to 

another in respect of genetic differences in developmental noise. Reeve 

(1980) comperd the asymmetry in sternopleural chaste number and the correlation 

between the number of hairs on successive abdominal torgitos in inbred 

lines and crosses of roioahile. He found that for aternopleursl chaste 

number the component of variance corresponding to developmental noise was 

higher in the Lnbrede. But for abdominal atarnita heirs, the devsiopmuntel 

noi.au was higher in crosses. 

There is another factor that may affect the level of phenotypic 

variation in different genotypes. This is the concept of cenelisation, 

introduced by Waddington (1940 ) from the field of developmental genetics. 

It represents the property of regulation in developing systems, which sham 

a tendency to return to the normal path of development after experimental 

disturbances. This idea was developed from observations on the dUvs1opLke11t 

of wing yen tian patterns in ensgRhilao  It was later suggested that it 

might be applicable to other charectore eho4ng continuous variation (Waddington 

1957). In principle canalisation could limit the phenotypic expression of 



all. sources of variation, Including genetic, environmental and davaiopeentsl 

notes. Out the experimental difficulties in distinguishing these sources, 

and in defining a suitable measure of canalization for use with continuous 

characters, weds it impossiblo to assess its importance, or to go beyond 

generalities in developing theories of Its effect on quantitative inheritance, 

Similar difficulties ware encountered in attempts to find the 

genetic basis of c -eliation. Faiconst and Robertson (1955) attempted 

o select speciflcay for high phenotypic variability of body weight in 

mice by selectirgi the individuals farthest sway from the fernUy means and 

then mating dis'eseortetivsly. The selection produced an unexpected change 

in mean body weight, but no consistent change in environmental variance, 

In another exariment, faiconer (1957) selected for reduced phenotypic 

variance of abdominal bristle number in prosohiia, but found no change 

due to selection, in either environmental variance or in developmental 

noise. iesv (1960) selected for increased and decreased bilateral asymmetry 

in sternopleuraL bristle number and found that 24% &f the phenotypic variance 

In asymmetry wee genetically controlled, It was possible to reduce the level 

of asymmetry below that in the unselected wild stocks. Reeve argued that 

eternoplsural asymmetry could net be a valid measure of general developmntal 

homeostesie since this would be axpectd to be minimised by natural selection. 

Lerner (1954 ) reviewed extensive evidence which showed a correlation 

between inbreeding and an increase in non-gentic variance, Lerner 

suggested that heterazygosity was a necessary condition for a high level of 

developmental homeostasis. His term, developmental howeostasie, had a 

similar connotation to Waddington's canelisation, but with an emphasis 

towards general buffering of all developmental processes rather then specific 



pathways • Against Lamer' a Impressive compilation of evidence in favour 

of his hypothesis must be set the fact that the correlation between 

hstsrozygoeity and non-genetic variance to only etatietical. Some hstero 

zygops 9MOtypes show higher levels of non-genetic variation than some 

homozygoos genotypes. This seams to indicate that escific gene 

combinations rather than hotarozygeosity alone, are responsible for 

differences in homeostatic propetties. 

Lamer contended that a reduction in developmental homeostasis 

would cause a decline in fitness. Therefore natural selection would tend 

to oppose any changes brought about by directional selection by preserving 

heterozygous genotypes in the population. Lamar celled this population 

Property "genetIc ho'nsoetasio, Other authors argued along similar Lines, 

but ascribed alleged differences in developmental homsoetetis to differences 

In "co..adapteton" (Dobzhemeky and Levano 1955) or-balance* (Thodey 1958) 

in alternative genotypes, Thus it cams about that a facile equation was made 

between fitness, develepmsntsl homsoetatis, and various unverifiable attributes 

of genetic organietio. In the process the original moaning of the tare, 

developmental homeostasis, as a mechanism to minimise phenotype variation 

in measurable morphological characters of the organism, was forgotten, rot 

example Eobzhansky and Leven (1955) measured variances in viability and 

took these as estimates of developmental homeostasis, without any attempt 

investigate the relation between viability and morphological or physiological 

variables, 

To conclude, difficulties in measuring the canelisetion of 

Particular continuous characters hoe so for limited the potential usefulness 

of the concept in the theory of quantitative inheritance, Also there has 
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been a tendency to teaks unjustified gener&.isstiOns from observations on 

characters in which canelisation can be measured, to the developmental 

homso*tsbte of the organism as a whole* 

we have seen how quantitative genetics developed from the simple 

view of a phenotype as the ma of additive genetic and envirorøentaL factors, 

towards a more realistic model which took Into sacount regulatory developmental 

Iiachafli*Ws* tie have also seen that different axperlsontaa approaches are 

needed if the new concepts are to be applied to characters like body size 

in roczthii. Physiologists have traditionally been accustomed to the 

existence of regulatory properties in living organisms, rat this reason 

it is interesting to examine the  physiological approach to control of body 

size, 

crmones are of central importance in relation to growth In animalso 

Both the rate of growth and its duration appear to be influenced by hormones 

in mammals. The anterior pituitary gland is concerned in the regulation of 

metabolic and sex hormone levels by feedback control loops involving other 

hormones. Thus for example thyroxin production by the thyroid gland is 

stimulated by pituitary thyrotropic hormone. out excess thyroxin in the 

blood depresses the production of the thyrotropichormOfle, so that the 

System  operates to regulate the level of thyroxin. Other hormones are 

controlled in a similar way. The anterior pituitary also produces growth 

hormone which has an effect on the rate of growth. Duration of growth seems 

to be determined by the age of onset of sexual maturity, which is under the 

control of the sex hormones. The levels of these hormones, like the 

metabolic hormones, are regulated by feedback loupe involving the anterior 



pituitary ganadotopiC hormones (Brady, 1945). From the point of vise of 

growth control, a most interesting feature of hormonal systems is their 

apparent autonomy as self regulated systems. However this autonomy is 

subject to overall control by the pituitary which may be under neural 

control. itas genetic differences fit into this complex picture is obscure* 

Much less is known shout the hormonal system in insects. The 

following account is taken from the revise of Novek (1966). The three 

hormones known to be directly concerned in the regulation of growth are 

the activation hormone (Ml), moulting hormone (H), and juvenile hormone 

(3"). 

Activation hormone is secreted by the naurosecretory cells of 

the brain. Neurosecretory granules produced by these cells pass down 

their axons, which form the nervi corporum cardiacum, and may accumulate 

in the corpus cerdiacum, which forms part of the ring gland in DrQ0s;ThUo. 

AN is necessary for moulting, pupation, and metamorphosis (iggloaworth 

1940, The effect is indirect, being mediated via activation of the 

pericardial glands (another part of the ring cjisml in Drooai.hilq), which 

produce flit. AM is also necessary for reactivation of the corpora aUsta 

after moulting. The corpora aUsta produce H, In sow insects AN 

production is cyclic with a maximum in the intarmoult period and a minimum 

at moultings tether insects Show no such cycle of activity. Activity 

of the nauroescretory ceUe is under neural control, and in different 

Insects specific environmental stimuli mediated by the nrvoua system may 

control All synthesis. In hcgdcius diatonoion of the abdomen by a blood 

me1 triggers production of All (L4gglseworth 1940 ). In some species 
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control of diepauae by diurnal light cycles to by interruption of A$4 

secretion via a similar neural pathway • The neural control appears to be 

quite general#  but the specific environmental stimulus involved differs 

according to the adoptive requirements of the species. In taIitiJora 

protain In the diet affects,  AN synthesis (Strangaaeye..Dixan, 1961)o 

MH Is produced by the pericardial pert of the ring gland in 

Dr2eoo4g1a. and causes the initiation of ainulting. There appears to be 

no direct effect an growth, only a limiting one due to the necessity of 

periodic maulta to allow unrestricted growth. Control of 0$ production 

to principally by the concentration of AK in heamalymph, but there may be 

other controls involving 3$ level (øodanstein 1953), 

3$ is produced by the corpora allata, another part of the ring 

gland in DoeooUe, It 30 falls below a critical level metamorphosis 

occurafs UporiMantal interference with the system in !!adnius results 

in adults of extreme sizes  either emsU or large, depending an the stage 

in development at which metamorphosis is arranged (iglesorth 1935, 1940)0 

As well as this inhibitory Function, in the adults, administration of 3$ 

causes the development of 1ar1ei charectariatics, According to 4ovak 

(1951 a, b, 1956) 3$ is basically a growth harmone, which stimulates RNA 

and protein synthesis and general mt*ba1i*s. Wanderbarg (1963) found 

that removal of JO caused drastic inhibition of RM and protein yntheais. 

There was no effect on UhA synthesis however. 3$ production appears to be 

cyclic to larval growth, bcinç)  inactive during moults and increasing during 

the intarmoult periods. The corpora eflate grow at a slower rats then the  

body as a whole# so that if the size of the organ can be taken as an 
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indication of its activity, the rate of 3H production relative to the size 

of the body decline* as growth poceede • tovek contends that a point in 

growth Is reached when JH concentration is too low to inhibit metamorphosis. 

This hypothesis Implies that the hormonal control over growth is secondary 

to a more fundamental control mediated vie the relative growth rates of 

different organo. It illustrates one of the difficult problems of inter-

pretation which confront students of growth and its regulation. To eusri.se, 

at least two factors  are involved in the control of 3H level in the heamo-o 

iymphs the relative growth rate of the corpora aUate, and the control of 

the activity of the corpora allots* Pflugfel.der (1939 ) found that 

implantation of an active corpus aU.etum caused degeneration of the recipient's 

gland. This resembles affect* in mmaslian endocrine systems caused by 

feedback control loops (e.go injection of thyroxin causes deenvration of 

the thyroid gland). There is also evidence of neural control of )H 

production. AN is necessary for both growth and secretary activity of 

the corpora a.tleta, but it is not clear if nervous control operates vie 

AN, or is independent. 

According to the theory of Novakr  isometric growth in the larval 

tissues occurs It the .3N level exceeds a critical value, Below this level 

aUometrlc growth in the imaginal discs occurs, but this is suppressed when 

the JH level rises as the mater proceeds. Bocauae the corpore aliata 

grow at e slower rate then the rest of the body, the period of ailomettic 

growth in which the Leaginal discs proliferate, becomes longer in successive 

Lnvtare, until finally metamorphosis occurs. Now, growth of the larval 

tissues in Precphi1e te by increase in call size, accompanied by increases 
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in the degree of polyteny. In contrast the initial growth of the imaginal 

discs Is by increase in call number. Therefore the hormonal balance seems 

to influence not only the nature of the gross morphological chung$ brought 

about by gxowth, but also the cellular processes that occur at any particular 

stage,  in development. Beceuae of the increase in polytany which accompanies 

the growth of larval tissues no inferences can be mode from the cellular growth 

relations about changes in protein/MA ratio. However, Church and Robertson 

(1966 a) measured changes in protein and ObA throughout development. Protein/ 

P14* ratiol. increased to a maximum value at 60 hours after hatching. There-

after the value fell until 84 hours and was virtually stable until emergence 

of the adult flies. Therefore the ptotein/ONA ratio achieved at the and of 

Larval growth determines the value in the adults, even though the cellular 

distribution of the two components may be quite different in euulte ecIin 

latø larvae. This fact provides,  the link between larval development and 

adult characteristics which onablea us to make inferences about larval 

development from measurements on adults. 

A feature of the hormonal system which is highly relevant to the 

Problem of growth control, is the influence of the nervous system, It is 

through the sense organs, nervous system, and hormonal system that very 

subtle indirect influences of the environment on growth can be mediated. 

This has been exploited in the evolution of insects to produce highly 

adaptive facilities such as diepausa triggered by the influence of day 

length. 

Another important aspect is the apparently autonomous behaviour 

of some hormonal systems. This property, if reel, could be the basis for 

regulatory phenomena which affect growth. Insect hormone systems are not 
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known to be regulated by r dbic cuntrui luops in tha aae iay as Gome 

mammalian hormoneso tur this certainly cacwt be ulod out in the 

present state of knowledge (odenatein, 1953 a#  b, c). This proarty of 

autonomy, and the environmental influences mentioned previously, at first 

sight may appear to be incompatible. This is not so however • While the 

system as a whole might be responsive to predetermined environmental stimuli, 

the individual eLmnts of the system (hormones) could be mutually adjusted 

to ensure constant relationships between their J.eveia. 

On the other hand, although hormones are obviously of importance 

as a pert of the system controlling growth, it sight be argued that their levels 

are determined by underlying growth processes which are more fundamental, The 

ultimate determination of growth would then be shifted beck to the unknown 

factors which determine relative growth rates in different tissues. 

In the adults body size can be analysed into two components, cell 

sip and cell number. The call riusber will dpond on the average rate of 

cell division, especially of the Imaginal discs, during development, and 

also the duration of development. The averag, call size will similarly 

depend on the relative rate* of cll growth and cell division during develop. 

sent. In addition the cell size and call number will bear some relation to 

the sore fundamental components, protein /DNA ratio and OtA content, which, 

as pointeu out earlier, reflect the value.s reached during larval growth. 

If the adults are composed mainly of diploid cells, the Dt4A and protein 

contents can be used to estimate average cell size and cell numbers. The 

validity of these estimates will be critically considered in a later section. 

The unique value of this analysis into cellular components, is 

that it often detects developmental differences between phenotypically 
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similar individuals and thus may shad light on the regulatory developmental 

phencs*ane which underlie phenotypic conetency. 

Earlier studios along these URea have utiliead the observation 

of fobzhansky (1929) that the bristles which cover the surface of the 

paoph11* wing each correspond to a single call. LaUmetes of call ares 

can be obtained by acunting bristles in a measured area of wing surface, and 

dividing the area by the number of bristles. Alpatov (1930), found that 

developmental temperature affected call size, and that larval crowding caused 

changes in both cell size and call number 	Zarapkin (1934) reported that in 

junebris lines selected for small and large body size did not differ in 

wing cell size. Call number changes ware responsible for the differences in 

wing size. Reeve and Robertson (1952), however, found that 	nqsr. 

lines selected for wing size differed almost entirely in wing cell, size. In 

a large scale systematic study Robertson (159 a, b) compared various 

environmental and genetic effects. He founds (1) temperature effects were 

entirely due to cell size, (ii) nutrition effected both cell size and number, 

(iii) in I unrelated wild stocks of ()4  meJaasr. differences in cell 

number accounted for tho differences in wing length, (iv) in the wild stocks 

there was genetic variation in cell size and cell number, and it was possible 

by selection to change those two components inversely without changing wing 

eLze (v) additive genetic variation in airs was expressed via changes in 

cell numbers (vi) non-additive (heterosia) effects were predominantly due to 

changes in cell size. 

One disadvantage of the estimation of cell size and number from 

wing call counts is the uncertainty with which the results may be generaitsad 
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to other organ., and to the body as a whole, Although wing length and body 

size are very highly correlated in most situations this does not necessarily 

now that  the cellular relations which prevail in the wing also apply to the 

whole organism. Church and Robertson (1966 a, b), applied biochemical 

techniques to the problem. Protein and DNA content was measured during 

development of larvae and in adults. In the adults, DNA content was used 

as an estimate of cell number, and protein/DNA ratio, as an estimate of cell 

size. These estimates applied to the whole organism rather than a particular 

organ, and even U the critic considers their relation to coil, size and 

number to be tenuous, the protein and DNA measurements have an independent 

value as components of size differences. Church and Robertson compared the 

growth of a number of selected lines, which differed in body size and 

development time, The lines tell into two groups according to the presence 

or ebeonca of correlated changes in development time and body size, Lines 

in the group which showed a positive correlation, differed in DNA content, 

but had relatively constant protein/DNA ratios. Lines in the other group, 

In which size and development time were uncorreleted, differed in genera1 in 

protein/DNA ratio, but not in DNA. These results contradicted earlier 

evidence from wing cell data, which indicated that responses to selection 

one predominantly expressed through changes in call number #  not necessarily 

accompanied by changes in development time. 

In the present study, mothade of DNA and protein estimation have bean 

refined so that the L)W4 and protein content of individual 0192212WA  may be 

measured. This technique has been applied to a wide variety of materiel, 

Including inbred lines and crosses, selected lines, geographical recess, and 



a number of QLOjggbj1A- epeci. Comparisons on genetically uniform material 

have bean made under different environmental conditions* Ueceua of the 

unusual refinement of the biochemical estimation methods used, it has been 

possible to apply the statistical techniques of quantitative genetics to data 

which are especially relevant to the devolopmontal interactions that control 

the growth process. The results are presented and discussed in relation to 

earlier evidence. 



i aac1aUy designed microscope stage was used to facilitate 

orientation of the flies for measurement as described by Upovo aed Robertson 

(1952)o aeseurement was by weans of a previously calibrated eyepiece 

micrometer. 

Development time from egg deposition to eclasion was routinely 

measured as an average for each culture. Adult flies were shaken over into 

fresh vials at intervals as they emerged, and the weighted wean of the 

deveXopm1t times use calculated* 

Church and Robertson (1986) adapted the method of Lowry at al (1951) 

fur use with Drogoohila. H the procedure used wee substantially the same, 

Single Dsqhila adults were homogeniaed by sonication in 3 al conical 

centrifuge tues for 5 econds in 0.5 ml ethanol • After trensfer to 1 ml 

tubas the suspensions were centrifuged at 10,000 x g for LU minutes. 0 02 ml 

Ice cold 5% Td was added to the residues and mixed with a vortex mixer. After 

10 minutes in an ice bath the 8upernatent was removed by centrifugation as 

above and proteins extracted from the residues by treatment overnight at 

room temperature with 0.4 ml In tsU}$. The supernatant was separated by 

centrifugation and used for the estimation of protein as described by Lawry 

at al (1951). 

1- 	- 	 ------ 	 ----- 	--------------------- 

1, Trichlorecetic acid. 



3. 4v400m0n1 gf  methods to maseurs DA conten 

The difficulties encountered tn the estimation of nucleic acids 

have been comprehensively reviewed by ttanro and Flack (1966), Three basic 

methods of nucleic acid analysis have been most commonly used. Thaw differ 

In the methods used to separate RNA and DNA, from other tissue components 

which interfere in the estimation of the nucleic acids. Generally, lipids 

and small molecules such as nuciootidee suet be removed before discriminating 

between and measuring DNA and RNA. 

The chmidt-Thmnnhsuse, procedure separates RNA and DNA by means 

of alkaline digestion, which renders RNA, but not DNA, soluble in acid 

solutions. The two can therefore be separated by cold acid precipitation 

of the digest, ana thereafter estimated independently. 

The Schnsider procedure uses hot acid extraction to produce digests 

of bath nucleic acids. Discrimination must then be based on assay techniques 

which are specific for deoxyribose and ribose. 

Church and Robertson (loc. cit.) developed modifications of the 

Schneider and Schmiat.4hannhsuseg, methods for use with Uraspha. Their 

methods were suitable for estimations on mess homogenats, but were not 

sufficiently sensitive for use with single individuals. The diphenylsaine 

reaction used to estimate deoxyriboss is the limiting factor. 

Kiseene and Bobbins (1950) used a fluoriastric method for DNA 

estimation in brain tissue sections. The UASA reaction was reported to be 

highly sensitive and highly specific for deoxyribose. This method was 

adopted for use with t)roeohiie in the present study. 
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3p-t)Laminobenzoic acid (iMBA) reacts with ouneetureted eidehyd4as 

In the presence of hot concentrated mineral acids to give a fluorescent product 

with a quj.nai4ine ring structure:... 

CHL) 
I 	 C—H 

L 	 II 
CH 

2  R 
	 cn 

CH 
\ 

2R 

Aldehyde 
Condensation  

COW 

b--  H2N 	NH2  K 2NW 

i.5- UABA idnaidine rig 

%ielJ.uz  et al, (1948 G #  b) found that among the natural augers only d.cleoxyriboss 

gave the fluorescent product, Kiesans and Robbins (1956) obtained results on 

brain tissue in good agreement with those obtained using the di ph a n ylasine 

reaction. Izwe, Alifray and miraky (1963) applying the DAI3A technique to 

wee-urchin ova found that cytoplasaic aldehyde* were a source of interference. 

They used ONAsea extraction to increase the specificity. Haggis (1964),ueing 

the sea urchin ova,found that results from the D#8I4 method were higher than 

those from other techniques unless DN1sae was used to increase the specificity. 

Clearly, there may be tissue specific sources of interference. 

Because of the inherent difficulties associated with nucleic acid 

analysis, it is unwise to assume that a method developed for use on one tissue 

Can be applied to others with success, Similarly the D1%BA technique cannot 

be substituted for the diphecyiaa4ne reaction in established procedures, In 

developing the DASA method for use with 4)rpeophU. each etsge in the process 

was tested for its effect on *41 recovery as measured by the DMBP reaction. 

The results showed that some of the usual methods of nucleic acid analysis 

are unsuitable if DABA is to be used to measure the i(a# content. 
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!reU,tnerv Treatment of TIO-4-Mef  

t1oaooenistJan. Ultrasonic disintegration (sonicetion), proved to be a 

convenient method of handling larlp numbers of aemplee, Individual fUse 

were sonicated in 0,5 ml ethanol in 3 el conical centrifuge tubas, The 

effect of eanicetion on DNA recovery we tested. There was no effect 

on recovery of pure DNA standards for wonicat ion time. from 1 to 10 seconds. 

For tests on DNA recovery from roshil* homogenates, four individuals 

were used in each treatment to reduce variability due to sampling error. 

The flies were subjected to sonicatlon for periods from 5 to 40 seconds. 

No effect of sonicetion time on DNA recovery was detecteth 

Tim (ascends) 
	

5 	10 	20 	25 	30 	40 

DNA recovered (rIbL) 110 	89 	gg 	104 	98 	104 

Five seconds eonicetian was adopted for routine use because it was 

sufficient to give s homogeneous suspension with good handling properties 

in subsequent operations. 

LiiQ Jft xtgactiw, Many lipids are strongly fluorescent. Lipid extraction 

is therefore particularly important if the DADA technique is to be used. 

Following the experience of Church and Robertson (1966) lipid extraction 

preceded cold TCA treethant. A number of solvent series were tested for 

efficiency. In each teat homogenised individuiS were extracted with a 

series of solvents. The supernatants from each extraction were collected, 

dried and tested for fluorescence in the OANA reaction. Thus total 

fluorescing lipids extracted. could be calculated For each solvent series. 

Lipid extraction was coneidorod complete when additional extraction with 

a solvent gave no further fluorescence. 	By calibrating each test against 
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a fluorescence standard It was possible to compare extraction by different 

methods in different eperimente. The results are presented in Table 1. 

Table 2. 	scunce as iiersnt q  urbitrarv standard 

e01jtnt gJag in wgcagajx 	EBgtian2 

1. 	2 	3 	4 	5 	12t2l LIHPAP-grie.022  

£tc.  

3rd Instat larvae 24 	10 	0 	34 	0 	 68 

eme1e adults 	30 	20 	37 	12 	0 	 99 

At 600  Centigrade 	Cold 

£& &±k F-+C LtU L+Er 

female adults 	104 	6 	0 	28 	0 	 138 

At 6e Centigrade 	Cold 

£ JUL  

female adults 	140 	14 	0 	0 	0 	 2.54 

female adults 	3.35 	23 	0 	0 	t3 	 158 

1, C+C a Ethanol and Chloroform lii V/U 
2. 1+t.r a Ethanol and diethyl ether 1*3. v/v 
3, E a Z00 Ethanol 

It was found that the most efficient method was treatment with ethanol at 

60°C, Two treatisent were sufficient for virtually complete extraction. 

Sor4cation time was found to have no effect on extractability of lipids. 

The hot ethanol treatment has the advantage that tissue nucleus** are 

inactivated. 
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ExJ1@g&Jgn of ac.tci soluble compounc 

After extraction of lipids)  the tissue residues were subjected to two 

extractions with 0.3 *1 514 TCA for 1.0 minutes at 014C. After centrifugation 

the supernatants were removed, treated with excess concentrated ammonia 

solution, and dried for tasting with the f.WA reaction. It was found that 

a single extraction was sufficient for coe1ate removal of interfering acid 

soluble substances. Two experiments gave virtually identical resultes 

fluereecencu. of erhrav snds 

atorie1. 	 tt T C.A. 	2W ICR 	 Total 

Adult 	4 	39 	 6 	 39 

Adult 	10 	3$ 	 0 	 38 

txecLipn of DA frem liseji! ieeidea 

The procedure of Kissane and Robbins did not involve an extraction step. 

The tissue residue was at this stage treated with OAGA reagent in 4N HC1., 

Subsequent users of the method found evidonce of interference from other 

tissue components, and resorted to extraction steps ucing DAaaa to 

increase specificity. A number of extraction methods were next compared 

for use with Loegphja. 

In the original Schneider procedure (Schneider 1945) a single treatment 

with 5% ICA at 90°C for 15 minutes was used. Schneider, Hogaboow and Rase 

(105(D) rcm nu 0.5 Ni PCI4, for 15 rninutoc ot 	Church and Robertson 

found that, using Dri;hfla ,tc 20 minute xr3ctions at 	with IN PC* 

led to the best results. But Loutrup and Roca (1961) and Hutchison, Ocenia 

and Munro (1962) both produced evidence that some degradation of deoxyribosa 

1. Perchioric Acid. 
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occurs when high concentrations of acid and high temperatures are used. 

On the other hand, low temperatures and low, acid concentrations can 

lead to incomplete extxection., Munro and fleck (1966) stress that 

each tissue may have different characteristics with respect to the 

optimum conditions for OA recovery. It seems to be unlikely that 

this method ever leads to complete UWA recovery. 

In sdditlan,the DABA method requires that extracts be dried before 

testing with the reagent. If the extracts are dissolved in acid 

solutions further degradation will occur as the acid is concentrated 

by drying. On, solution may be tone**ralise the said extract before 

drying. In these experiments excess concentrated MI4OH was used to 

neutrliee the TCA ext*'eote. NH4UH has the advantage that, being 

volatile, the excess can be removed during drying so that it 411 

not interfere with the 0A8A reaction. Tests in which pure DNA 

standards were used showed that this procedure was effective in 

preventing dooyribosocjraation during drying. Howaur, it also 

caused on increase in blank values in the OASA reaction. It was found 

that this could be avoided if the neutralised solution was incubated 

for one hour in a water both at 600C before drying in a vaciuuw oven. 

The method was than tested on agj%djAjg tissue residues, First, 

0 • 5S4 ICA was used at three temperatures. Mass homogenates were prepared 

for extraction, then treated with U,5P TeA at 31°, No  and 80°C. At 

intervals samples were removed, the eupernatent recovered by centrifugation, 

and after treatment with excess NH40141, dried, and estimated for DNA by the 
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UASA reaction. The rosults are given in micrograms DNA per sample. 

In addition, another "ties was extracted with t*ees 

TCA. P4/2 	 Teretjirie (°C) 

Tima (r$n) 	M AL 	AL 
15 0.10 0.06 0.4 0.56 
45 0.05 0.21. 0.48 0.56 
90 0.17 0.24 0.62 0.50 

140 0.25 0,40 0.76 0.61 

The results with TCA show that a high temperature of extraction is 

necessary for good DNA recovery • The OMase uariae show that complete 

recovery is very rapid with this method. TCA extraction at 80°  appears 

to be incomplete even after 140 minutes, Also the TCA method appears 

to give higher values then those from ONAsea. This suggests that TCA 

may be extracting interfering eubtsncea in addition to OM. In a 

similar e,çisrieant TCA at IN and 0 was compared at 80a. Again ONAesa 

was used in a third series: 

,T.emoerture 0,  BQC. 

lime tminLJ 

60 

120 

180 

E"Iity- 2f 

0,56 .60 	0,525 .125 

0.525 40  .005 	0.625 .005 

0.525 .025 0.640 

RUMOR 

0,725 :.075 

0.85 

0.755 .055 

The lower concentration at ICI gave higher PUA values in this exerimant. 

This to in accordance with the hypothesis that TCA causes some deoxyribosa 

degradation. There is no evidence of extraction of interfering substances 

in this test. The highest values were given by the DN4ee series. 

These values correspond very well with the previous test. The erratic 

results obtained throughout with TCA are probably caused by the antagonistic 
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nature of the processes occuring during extraction. With this material, 

and using 08A to measure daoxyribe, TCA seems to be en unralisbie 

mthod of extrcUon. 

coiwitj 2NAasa 

the method adopted was based on that of liaggis (1964). Purified 

crytailine bovine pancreas LAese (bteee 1) was dissolved at e 

concentration of 50,i4 g./ml in 0.1 5 phosphate buffer at pH 7.5 containing 

0.003 s tncf 4 . The solution was always prepared fresh for use. The 

prepared tissue residue was wehed with 0.3 ml phosphate buffer to remove 

traces of TCA, After removal of the supernatant by centrifugation, 0.2 ml 

of IMAsse,  solution was added, and mixed with a vortex mixer. The samples 

were then incubated for one hour at 37°C, the supernatant seperatso by - 

csntriruuUon and dried overnight in an oven at $0C. All UiA standards 

were routinely subjected to the same process of DWese digestion in 

estimation procedures. 

Ai experiment ems act up to compare this OM*ee extraction method using 

DABA# with the diphenylemins method of Church and Robertson which used TCA 

extraction. The comerieon was made using eliquots of a most homogenete 

of Qrpsophtj,a adults: 

sttmated DP4A. oar coinoti12 . 

etho4 oftimat 	 ndard Erxpr 

Diphenylseine 	 60 	0.704 	 .068 

DAN 	 6 	0.850 	 .109 

The agreement between the two methods is reasonably goods 0MM gives 

the higher value which is consonant with the view that TCA extraction 

causes some deoxyribosa degradation. 
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(a) "BaglLm 

roucLn Ktseene and Robbins (bco cit.), a commercial preparation of 

3, 5 • Dieminobenznio acid (DAOA) mass dissolved at 0.3 9/sl in 4N "Cl, 

The solution was decolourisod with successive extractions with activated 

charcoal until it was a pole yellow colour. Freshly prepared solutions 

were used for each estimation. 

DNA extracts were dried in 5 ml tubes frc,ia a volume of t2 ml. Glees 

beads were pieced in the tubes to minimise the volume of IMBA reagent 

necessary to ensure complete reaction with the materiel dried on the sides 

of the tubes. 8.2 ml DABA reagent ties added rd the tubes waro incubated 

in a covered weterbeth at 80°C for 30 minutes. After transfer to an ice 

bath I ml 5 TCA was added to each tube and mixed with a vertex mixer. 

Flu ecco wee measured in a filter fluorimeter fitted with an Ilford 

601 primary, and an Ilford 624 secondary .filter. The filter combination 

was chosen to ensure that all scattered light would be out out by the 

secondary filter, and only emitted light measured by the photomuitiplier, 

fluorescence was found to be stable for several hours if samples were kept 

in an its bath and protected from strong light. 

A teat was set up to we if the relationship between DNA and fluorescence 

was linear over a wide range. OUP standards were dried and measured for 

fluorescence with BABA according to the procedure above. It was found 

that over the range tested, 0.3125 to 10.0M g DNA, the relationship between 

DNA and fluorescence was linear 
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UNSUMMIM 9L RMIkeof OAIIA øith4 

U$P 	g) 10 5 	2.5 1.25 0.625 	0.3125 

Fluorusconco (*F) 220 	314 58 31 35 	0 

log 10 I 2.3420 2.0584 1.7649 3,4914 1.1644 	0,k70U 

log density ii?nce 0.2844 0.2935 0,2735 0,3270 0.2064 

density dferencs 3.925 1.975 	1.053 2.123 3.934 

* density difference of 2,0 indicates complete Ilnesrity. The values 

obtained hers ears all very close to 2.0, and showed no tendency to decline 

with increased concentretton of 084. 

A sothod we* deve1opct which sade it possible to messure both the 08* 

end protein content all  single individual adult 	soc44. 

Tho method Involved a eodi?ication of thu conditions of 05* extraction 

with 0t4A*sa to en to ensure that prutsins remained n the r"Imm after this 

step. Using replicated sliquote or a ease bunate it wee found that use 

a? U5*sse in phosphate buffer at pH 6.9 for one to two hours set4sfied this 

condition whilst ensuring complete extraction of L*M* 

! tfie*e ukus"M j 
I hour 	 10 

3.5 hour 	10 

2hauis 	 8 

36 hours 	10 

(J4_o .  
1.08.2 .uo 
0.86 2 ,&s 
1.36 2 

2 .U6 

rotet 
+ 133 0.7 
2 6.5 
$ 163 2.1 

12? 
00 

The 05* recovery dose not increase ettw 2 hours* Up to this time there is 

no evidences? reduced recovery of protein. The rather cuetic results in 

this 5Ie0nt 50,1 PtubOblY caused by 3 couracies In pitting replicet. 

samples of a ncn'hseogsneoue suspension, However, this dues not indalidate 
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the results.  

In the combined eseey, pretreatment of homog inctea was an for the 

DNA method already described. After D*ase extraction with the modified 

buffer, proteins were extracted from the residue in the ueuel wey with IN 

The steps in the combined assay method an used in routine estimations 

are as toUoem: 

(i) Sonicate for 5 seConds in 0.5 ml ethanol. 

(Si) Extract twice with 0,3 ml. ethanol at 600C; discard mupernetente. 

Extract with 0.3 ml ice-cold 5% TCA; discard eupernatents. 

wash residue with o.3 ml phosphate buffer pH 6.9; discard supernatent. 

Extract for 2 hours with 0.2 ml 0NIeee (50,kg/el in phosphate buffer 

PH 69 with 0.003 M 

4y eupernatent. Measure DNA with LWSA reagent. 

(viii) aasure protein in supernatent by Lowry procedure. 

Run at4Ly of Esinatipnw, bçftçj.rd as1esY adw 
The validity of the cctibthod method was tested by applying the procedure 

to replicated aliquots, of mass hcgenotes of adult 	 The effect of 

pipett.ing errors was sinS,mised by use of the estimates of viriance about the 

regression of protein on DNA, and DNA on protein, to calculate coefficients 

of variation for protein and DNA respectively. Zn repeated tests of this 

kind the following estimates were obteineda 

___ 	 !N' 
PrgtLfl 

Let teat 	4.3% 	 5.5% 

2nd test 	 53% 	 4.6% 
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These values are calculated in logerithmic units and can be directly 

compared with error variances obtained in routine estimations. 

It was found that changes in "sayable protein and OKA took piece 

In adult flies subsequent to eclooton. Therefore, all routine ccmperions 

were made an adults at about two days after eclosion. On amergence, females 

were se,ereted from poles and placed in vials conteLninj absorbent paper 

moistened with IOA sucrose solution. In the intervening period a sample of 

females was moscurad for thorax length, and after two days, individual measured 

females were deep frozen (a*800C) in 0,5 ml ethanol to await estimation, Tests 

showed that under these conditions of storage no loss of LIRA or protein 

occured. 

- rLgRIA  

(a) Iulu JISMstoa2. A logarithmic transformation is appropriate for 

use with date from measurements of body size. Since growth Is a Multi-

plicative rocees, normally distributed deviations in the parameters of 

growth will cause a non-normal distribution of effects on body el ze, 

which is the and result of growth. Assuming that the underlying causes 

of size differences are distributed normally, then a logarithmic 

transformation will normelise the distribution of values for size. 

This transformation will also remove the correlation of mean and variance 

which results from a multiplicative scale of affect** Any association 

of mean and variance which reaena after such a transformation, must be 

ascribed to causes other than aesie st?cte. 

Another useful property of this transformation to an additive scale 

is that hypotheses concerning the developmental ralationahipa between the 
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measured vazieblee, can be expressed as sets of linear equations and 

treated by path analysis, 

(b) LMWLWP&W deei.ne  ant tests of hX2ojhSg6  -in 	In all experiments for 

the estimation of variance Components, environments have been regarded 

as fixed, and genotypes as random variables. In an experiment with * 

factorial design, which involves(a) environments, (b) genotypes, and 

(,) replicates for each treatment, such a model gives rise to the 

following expectations for means squares, 

awce of Lmia&Lm 

Environments 

Genotypes 

Interaction 

Error 

(f) 

2 2 	2 
btcr- •rcr• 

2 
+ 

L3 +a 
q 

2 2 rr- 3  r 

Thus, under this model, genotype effects are tested against the error, 

and environmental effect against interaction, which is itself tested 

against error. 

(a) Ji&se4s of asnotvoe e?fect. In some experiments in which inbred* 

and crosses were compared, the variance we to all genotyes has been 

further divided into components due to (I) variance between inbred lines, 

(ii) variance between F crosses, (iii) variance between inbred and 

crosses. The third component represents the average effect of inbreeding 

between the groups compared, The design of such an experiment is 

hierarchical, and the significance of the variance between inbzeds and 

aroasos can only be tested exactly it the variance between crosses is 

equal to the variance between J.nbxads. It this condition prevails the 

mean square between inbreft and crosses (symbolised I C), can be tested 
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against the pooled mean square for inbreds and crosses (symbolized I • C). 

It should be emphasised that such a test is only approximate if the two 

genotypes do not have equal variances. 

(ci) Units of meseurewnts tranefornwtions and symbols. The results which are 

to follows  are expressed on transformed scales on which, in all cesce, unit 

differences approximate to percentage** Thus, changes in protein, ONA, 

thorax length, etc., can easily be compared because the transformations 

used have placed thee all on a similar scale. All statistical c&culatione 

have been made on the transformed variables. The symbols used (P, U, T, 

01) refer throughout to transformed variables as follows-1 

Variabis 	 armg& 	Transformetian 

Protein 	 p 	 p a 100 in (Protin ()/ iD) 

DNA 	 U 	 0 a 100 in (DNA () * 10) 

Thorax length 	 T 	I = IOU (3 In (Thorax lnçth (mm) x IOU) 
- 12) 

Development time 	UT 	Di a IOU in (lrval davio:msnt time (ht*)) 



A. Envirenta3. U?ecte 

1. Lnviranmental tee.'ature durjna 4eveloIimeM 

The F1  progeny of 3 peirwiss crosses between 3 inbred lines were used 

to test the effects of environmental temperature on development. The 

parents were mated and allowed to feed for a few days  at 250C. Eggs 

were then collected overnight at 25°C and set up in excess live yeast 

culture. with 80 eggs per vial. The cultures were divided into 3 groups 

and pieced in incubators at 20°, 250  and 290 ( o.s°c). When adults 

emerged samples of 4 females from each of 4 cultures per treatment were 

measured and stored in alcohol at 7U°C to await estimation. Development 

time was recorded as an average for each culture. The whole experiment 

see astimated for UNA and protein in a single test, so that errors of 

estimation between groups would be avoided. The results are given in 

Table 2 as the averages per female for the three crosses. Differences 

between crosses will be considered in the section dealing with genotype 

effects. Figure 1 illustrates the results. 

Table. 2. an values. ? cr oese at 20°.. 	50 
 end 29°   

Tprttg'e 1 LIT 

29°  53 01 	279 171 107 444 

25°  66,3 	292 162 130 461 

20 73.0 	295 157 138 497 

05 
+ -0,8 	!I + 4 + 

-2 

(L) High temperatures during larval growth caused * reduction in body eisa. 

Between 200  and 290  protein end thorax length were 16. and 20% smeller. 
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Fiiiure 1. 	Moan values. FI  crosses, at 20°, 25 and 29°  



LeveLopmnt time was increased by low temperatures. There wee a 

difference of over 50% between 29°  and 200. 

DNA content increased at high temperatures, so that the smallest 

individuals had the largest LrnA content. Therefore ptcin/UNA 

raticr was highest at the lowest temperature. 

It follows from the fact that the change between temperatures in 

protein content was less than the change in development time, that 

growth rate was higher at high temperatures. This conclusion also 

applies to the rats of DWA synthesis which was greatly accelerated 

by increase in temperature. 

Environmental temperature evidently causes inverse changes in both 

protein and DNA, and development time and growth rate. 

An oxeriaent was devised to sue if the components of growth could 

be independently affected by temperature shifts of short durations A 

temperature difference operating throughout larval Ii?e alters many aspects 

at growth, but a temporary change might have simple effects which would help 

to identify the primary effect of temperature on the organism. Eggs from 

a cross between two inbred lines were cultured in Jive yeast vials, Control 

cultures were maintained throughout development at 250. At 40 hours after 

oviposition, experimental cultures were transferred to either 160  or  280  for 

periods of between 27 and 51 houru, when they wars returned to 250.  When 

adults emerged samples of four females per culture were messurse for thorax 

length, protein and t)NR content • Development time was calculated as an 

average for each vial. This rather crude measurement cannot discriminate 
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between very small difference 	The results are given in table i. 

Tablj 3 $wt va1u221 temp-GE21gry, shifts 

1&tesnt £ I £ . 

Control, 250 24 64.4 267 210 57 452 

27 hours at 290  1.6 69,3* 269 216 53 452 

38 hours at 29 16 67.5 272 215 57 452 

27 hours at 160  12 62.0 250* 204 46 452 

38 hours at 160  16 62.2 258 212 46 464 

51 hours at l6 12 64.9 265 214 51 475 

as 4 4,5 4, 4,2 4.. 

Indicates significance of difference from control at 5 	level. 

(1) Tempereture shift* Caused seall chen9as in adult body size, protein 

and DNA contents. 

The changes in body size were greater when the taiaparstuve shift was 

of short duration. 

A temperature change from 250  to 290  increased body size; a change 

from 250  to 16°  decreased body ei*e, These changes are opposite in 

direction to those normally associated with the effects of temperature, 

when this is held constant throughout larval life. 

Within the limits of detection by the method of measurement used, 

deualcpment time is very little effected by abort two teeprsturs shifts, 

The most Lntare&ting feature of these results is the reversal of the 

effect of temperature on body size, when the temperature change operates over 

$ short period. However, analysis of the results in terms of developmental 

rates of growth leads to an explanation, it will be recalled that one of the 

affects of temperature was found to be the control of growth zeta, and zeta of 

DNA synthesis. Another effect was the control of development time, Examination 
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of the present results shows that short term temperature shifts change the 

rtss of protein and DtJA synthesis, but not the development time. Since 

the reduction in development time normally more then compensates for the 

increased growth ruts, so that body size is reduced by high temperatures, 

the effect of a temporary shift to a high temperature increases body size. 

It the change in temperature is maintained for Long enough, a compensatory 

change in development time does occur 	Thus, the overall affect of 

temperature on body size diminishes as the time at treatment increases. 

Another experiment was designed to see it the different stages of 

larval Ut's were equally sensitive to temperature shifts. Experimental 

cultures were placed at 160  for a twelve hour period and then returned to 

25°, In this experiment only development time and thorax length were 

measured. Table 4 gives these results. 

Table 4. 	.tftrpx 12MWen412100 ent tJm 

Time of temuarstuie t&!t'  rlLean Values PuvisUons tiontx 

Control 688 468 - 
Pt*. 	(12 * 24 hours 64.9 473 *3.9k 

- critical( 413 hours 66.5 473 *2.3 .5 
(60 72 hour, 64.8 473 4.2* +5 

Post... 	( 84 - 96 haute 67.6 473 -.1.2 .5 
ztUcal108 - 120 hours 69.6 472 .006 .4 

I • 5ciursd tram now time of oviposition. * indicates p < .05 

(i) Taken individually only the 12 24 hour, and 60 72 hour temperature 

shifts give significant deviations from Control in thorax length. Taken 

together, shifts administered before the critical eriod caused a highly 

significant (p<.005) reduction in size from control, Poat.crjtica]. 
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teerature shifts had no significant effects an size. 

(ii) Small increases In development time over control were recorded in this 

experiment. 

from these experiments it some probable that the primary effect of 

environmental temperature on growth is to cause changes in the growth rats. 

In poikiliotnerzns this may be on inevitable consequence of the temperature 

dependence of chemical reaction rates. The affect of temperature an 

development time is probably a secondary effect which only came. Into operation 

if the temperature shift is of a sufficiently long duration. The affect of 

temperature on adult body size is the sue of the separate effects on growth 

rate and development time, An increase in temperature increases growth rate 

and reduces development time, so that the sue of their effects is ccxtunoniy 

emsll.sr than either one alone. 

2..Laid  WULUM 

The effects of larval nutrition were inveetLatod using exenie 

chemically defined media, deficient in either RNA or cassein (sang (1956). 

The procedure for setting up the cultures was as in Iobsrteon (1960). In 

all teats egg. from a cross between two inbred lines were used. Contaminated 

cultures were discarded, and live yeast control cultures were included for 

,100par!'3011 41 each test. 

(a) 	uriment us n.camzoin defkciunt media. 

The reulte of this teat are given in table 5. 
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iabic 5, 	tflosn valuea1 subt, tisal SMgln 

.1 £ £ 21 

Live yeast 68.2 232 155 77 49 

04% IthA, 5$ osassin 56,2 235 150 65 498 

0.4% NM 	4% cassein 53.0 234 146 68 500 

0,4% RM, 3.5 	osasain 49.6 213 141 72 501 

0.4k RSA, 3 	cassein 45.9 206 19 60 502 

(1) All the axenic cultures gave values body size considerably lower than 

the live yeast controls. Other experiments showed that addition of 

sore aessein did not reniady this deficiency. 

(U) In the axenic series, reduction in casasia level caused a eteet: decline 

in thorax length and DNA content. Protein/DNA ratio increased ay about 

7% as cessein was reduced to a ncenU'etion of 3,5$, f , -rther reduction 

In cassein caused a decline in protein/ON ratio. There was also a wall 

increase in development time as ceasein concanration was reduced* Protein 

content remained almost constant dawn to a cassein concentration or 3000 

that is, protein content began to decline at tho level at which protein/ 

)UA istio ceased to increase. 

(b) flaxerime24 ,usinq ftN1 d?lC15fltL madti. 

The results of this experiment are given in Table 64, 

71.713. MFIAMIM 

Live yeast 

5% cassain, c.4% Rt4A 

5% cesasin, i035% NA 

5% cassein, 0.3% RNA 
5% cassaint  0.25c aiA 

8% ceasein, 0.20 RA 

5 oesøuin, 0.15% RM 

I P. 
73,0 253 235 37 501. 

54.2 242 207 35 501 

5691 249 206 43 Sol 

53.5 239 202 37 506 

53.0 25 206 30 510 

50.2 230 202 28 539 

50.0 225 198 27 522 
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(I) All exenic cultures showed a large reduction in size below the level 

of the live yeast cultures* This could not be improved by supplementing 

the diet with additional RNA. 

(ii) Reduction of RNA concentration in the  axenic series caused a steady 

declin, in thorax Length, protein content, DNA content, and protein/DNA 

ratio. Development time was extended as tThA concentration in the medium 

was decreased. 

The two experiments differed only in the response of protein/DNA 

ratio to suboptimal diets* ioderete reduction in coessin concentration 

caused an increase in protsin/Oft1% ratio, which coicnsated for the cecreasa 

in DUA q  so that irot.in  content was virtually unaltered. A reduction of 

t1* concentration in the medium sufficient to cause a similar decline in 

U%A was accompanied by e docLino in protein/OM ratio, so that protein 

content was greatly reduced. This contrast is illustrated by the data 

in table 79  which gives the deviations from the most favourable axenic 

medium. The point to note is that although the changes in OVA content are 

similar, protein content declines much more on the suboptimal RUA diets 

TaDa 7 529HPIUMN balo otinal ax2041.). 

3.5 cassain 	 -2 	dW9 1 	3 

0.15% RNA 	 -17 	.8 	-9 	21 

(c) Coriecn af aLm.  arW cassmindeficiencY. 

To meet the argument that the difference detected above might be due 

to uncontrolled sources of error operating between experiments, a teat 

was out up to compare Rf4A and cassein deficiency in a single experiment. 

The results are et out in table 8. 
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Tab].a 	(a) ftean ya1.u88. 5uboøUa1 W&EL&Lm 

I £ 

Live Yeast 66.4 281 181 IUO 478 

0.4% RNA, 4% Cassain 58.7 249 1.36 

- 	- 	-- 

1.13 

- 

51.2 

0.4% RNA, 3.5% Cassein 55,2 261 136 126 513 

0.4% RNA, 3 	Csssein 45.5 261 90 161 533 

0.4% AM, 	Casisin 31.0 252 113 139 549 

4% Cassein, 0,4%.  RNA 56.1 253 111 142 507 

4% Cessetn, 0.3% RNA 54.0 226 98 120 522 

4% Cassein, 0.2% RNA 80.0 220 121 107 520 

4% Cassein, 0.1% RNA 28.5 21.8 103 11.5 547 

(b) 1arisrco Analysis 

R3eafl_ _uare 

£ 

Total 	 103 	 554 	1,540 

All treatments 	 8 	 30278*se 100474 

Ceesoin levels 	 3 	 458 	70 242*** 

RAA levels 	 3 	 11,656*** 	724 

Within treatments 	 95 	 324 	789 

0160  Indicates p< 0.005 

This axperleent helps to confirm the conclusions drawn from the earlier 

results. Oath *4A and casesia de?ieiences caused reductions in DNA 

content, but moderate reduction in cessein did not affect rotein content. 

The variance ane1yss eetabUahad the significance of these trends. There 

is a highly significant mean square for protein between tM levels, but 

not between csssuin levels. On the other hand for DNA there is a highly 
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Significant aeon square bwean stein levels, but not. between Bt4 

levels. 

(III) In addition coefficients were calculated for the regressions of 

protein and DNA on nutrient concentrations for each of the three 

experiments. Although there are insufficient degrees of freedom for 

significance In most cases, the results consistently show that cauein 

concentration has a greater effect on DNA then protein, and RNA 

concentration has a greeter affect on protein then DNA. These results 

are given in table 9. 

Tobls 9 uArOSELOM n tin 	nutri.n, cqpntejofl 

bO. (eeoin) & _CCeaeein) & 

let experiment 0.53t ( 0,025 0 0370 $5 

3rd experiment 1.428 t4S 0.040 $5 

. (iJk) & 2b. (NAi 

2nd experiment 0.217 < 0005 0.82 0,025 

3rd experiment 0.010 $5 1.030 US 

Finally it should be added that a larger reduction in size is often 

observed between livo yeast controls and the axenic cultures, then is produced 

by controlled reduction of specific nutrients in the exenic wdie. This may 

be due to some spoia1 nutritional requirement of the Gubarros strains used 

in these taste. However, attempts to supplement the usual axunic medium 

with various additional nutrients did not lead to any improvement. It cannot 

be excluded that factors other than nutritional ones are involved in the contrast 

between live yeast media and exanic most 

An sxierimant was set up to teat the influence of larval density on 

development time at crowding levels below the threshold at which competition 
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for food begins to limit adult size. No effect on cavelopnsent time was in 

fact detected but the axarimont produced an unexpected result which was 

later investigated in detail. Leve1 density had a major affect on the 

DNA content in the adult* 

Eggs from a cross between two inbred lines were out up in live yeast 

cultures at densities of 10920930, 40 and 60 eggs per vial, and allowed to 

develop at 250. tiamplas of 4 females from each of 4 cultures at each 

larval density were measured and estimated for DNA and protein content. 

Seen values for each treatment are therefore based on 16 individuals. The 

results are given in table 100  

T1a 10 	 (a) mean vaAu, gEUCI of larval denslJy 

Laruae uer., cütur 

10 63.0 255 197 58 45] 

20 63.9 251 204 47 451 

30 63.3 249 215 34 451 

40 64.4 255 222 33 451 

60 64.1 252 206 46 451 

$0 
+ 
.2 ..2 

+ 
s'5 

(b) Vaçiance ADMIULs 

qan tQrJ5. 

ource Rf  varjon it I 
Total 77 42.5 80.6 381.3 

Crowding levels 4 5,2 105.1 1533*** 

Total within treatments 73 44.5 79.3 320.2 

Between cultures 15 35.1 141.2* 454.3 

Within cultures Be 46.9 63.3 

* indicates p0.05 	 ** 
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Thorax lençth, protein content and development time were virtually 

unaffected by larval crowding up to 60 larvae per culture an live yeast 

medium. 

DNA increased by 25% with crowding up to 40 larvae per culture. Between 

40 and 60 larvae per culture 014* declined, and the changes in 014* content 

were highly significant. 

This experiment is an illustration of the magnitude of the changes which 

can occur in the underlying components, without any effect on the superficial 

phanotyp. 

It could be argued that the effect of larval density is a nutritional 

Wee Moderate competition for food amongst the larvae in a culture may have 

effects on the commnønts of size at a level below that at which a reduction 

in body size is produced. The effect on DNA# without any change in protein, 

Lis similar to the effect of reduced coaøein in the exenic tests. However, 

the two cases are clearly different because in the crowding experiment increased 

larval density causes an increase rather then a decline in OM content. 

Alternatively the crowding affect might be mediated by the concentration of 

larval excretory products in the wedum, or even by neurow,sory or hormonal 

influences. These alternatives are difficult to distinguish without extensive 

investigation. 

A Auber of further experiments in which larval density was varied will 

be reported in the section dealing with genetic effects. In a number of 

Inbred lines and crosses tested similar results were obtained. Another teat 

was made on a wild etoc, which also showed the effect described above. Thus 

there is no doubt about the repeatability of this phenomenon. 
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4.Veriatons besn and within replicate 9i4 urea 

)iffersnoee within and between cultures represent the effects Of 

small uncontrolled variations is environmental conditions. Since such 

variations are not quantif4 able except by their observed effects on the 

organism, they cannot be studied in the sewa way as experimentally controlled 

environmental variables such as temperature or nutrition. however, It a 

sufficient number of replicates are used they may be regarded as a random 

sample of a population of environmental differences and studied by examining 

the statistical variation they cause. The within culture components of 

variance may include, in addition to true environmental variation, the 

variation caused by developmental noise. It is therefore interesting to 

compare the within culture and between culture components to sea if any 

characteristic differences exist* 

licnIficant between culture effects were found in a series of larval 

crowding tests which are reported in another section, The significant 

between culture effects were only found at high Levels of Larval crowding. 

Table U gives the components of variance and covariance between cuiturea, 

and the corresponding pooled within culture components. The data is based 

on three f crosses. 

U 	 Var1e$42n between god  4thin cultuee 

!tWflui.tuos. 

Larval desiy 	 c 	0 	b 

30 9 20* 19 25 1.315 

40 9 92 49 51 1.062 

ithIn cultures 

30 52 43 178 U.S 0.066 

40 53 86 153 233 0.150 

* Indicates p <0,05 	p <0,025 	*** p< u.00s (for Meansquares) 
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(1.) The between culture components shoe a distribution of variances quite 

different from the corresponding components within cultures. The variance 

In protein content equals or exceeds the variance in DNA content, and the 

regression of protein on DNA is close to 1.0. In contrast, within 

cultures, the variance in MA considerably exceeds the variance to protein, 

and the regression of protein on DNA is close to zero. This pattern 

within cultures is a constant feature of all experiments examined. Cars 

must be taken in the interpretation of these component hoaver, because 

errors of the biochemical estimation technique will appear in the within 

culture variances. However It has been demonstrated that the coefficient 

of variation for DNA and protein amounts to about 5% for both. Therefore, 

errors at estimation can not account for the higher variance of UNA then 

of protein within cultures. Also, although errors may reduce the 

observed value of the regression below its true value, the effect would 

not be very large, and certainly not large enough to explain the difference 

between within culture and between culture effects. 

In an exerimnt which was set up to test the effect of diurnal light 

cycles an larval development, an interesting correlation was observed between 

thorax length and the time of sciosion. This correlation was only evident 

within cultures. The experiment was conducted as faUoss* Eggs from a 

arose between two inbred lines were collected over a 3 hour period. They 

wars sat up in live yeast cultures with 50 eggs per vial • Groups of replicate 

cultures were placed at 25°  under different light cycles to complete development. 

In P1222AAML the time of oclosion is influenced by the tine of dewn under a 
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light cycle regina. Thaie is an eclosian peak shortly after aawn# but even 

in cultures out up from a tMitorm population of newly hatched Zrvee, there 

is $ coneidesb1e aireed about the mean in ties at eclosion. This probably 

represents small differences in larval development time between individuals, 

although it may be partly a mare superficial effect involving only differences 

in the timing of eclosian eubesquent to the environmental light stimulus. 

In this experiment females which emerged over three hour intervals 

were collected separately for each culture and measured. Three aclasian 

groups were obtained for each culture. The experimental series were subjected 

throughout development to cycles of alternate light and dark periods as faliomes 

(1) 18 hours light1 6 hours clerk (L, 0/189 6) (U) 12 hours light, 12 hours 

dark (L, 0/12, 32) (iii) 6 hairs light, 16 hours dark (L, 0/69 18). Because 

only small numbers of flies emerged in the early and late parts of the acloelon 

peek in some viai.a, the results were pooled over 8 replicate cultures per 

treatment. They are given in table 32. 

10A." k9LEGIAlign 2C boldv 1124M. -No ftxgl~l ti 

Development times 9008 9.28 9,54 (days) 

Uifl Cvclo a .1 a L a .i. JUL 

Constant light 40 00 39 67,9 + 1,35 40 70,0 0.88 

Lu/la, 6 8 60.1 1.6? 34 67.4 4.03 32 72.0 0.75 
LD/129, 12 9 83.8 1.66 34 67.6 0.97 23 73,5 &.99 

LO/6, 18 28 67.3 ,97 33 70.3 D.85 18 69,9 1.34 

In all treatments including the constant light control, there was a 

marked poitivu correlation between time of eclos4on and thorax length. Since 

there wee no correlation between vial means, this must be a within culture 

affect, 
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Subsequent attempts to repeat this experiment all led to negative 

results until it was reali&ød than an essential feature Is a population of 

eggs collected over a short period. A second test in which one collected 

over a 3 hour period were used, gave similar results. However a wild stock 

(Gabszroe) was used in this test, so genetic affects cannot be excluded. Eggs 

were collected over 6 successive three hour periods and sat up in replicate 

vials with 50 eggs per vial • Replicate groups of vial* were placed in a 3.2 

hour light, 1.2 hour dark cycle, at 25°. Thus, successive group* of eggs 

entered the light cycle at different points. It was anticipated that at 

the completion of development the time of aclosion mould be determined by the 

relation of the external Light cycle to the stage of development reached in 

the different groups. In this way effects on the time of eclosion determined 

purely by the light cycle eight be distinguished from effects due to differences 

in larval development time. Table 3.3 gives theee results pooled as before 

over 4 cultures. 

________ 	 Body size end Oevaiomt tine 

uuiji A a c 
ew 	atcha 	a 	£ 	& a I U a 1 	& ja a 1. 	& 

3. + 16 6345 4.9 16 69.3 + i.2.1 

2 14 63.5 21.4 3.2 64.8 22.3 3 	73.3 13.8 - 

3 + 16 63.6 -1.4 32 66.8 . + 4.5 

4 0 63.5 22.5 8 66.4 1.6 3 sa.s 4.3 3 67.3 24,3. 4 66,8 24,3 

5 9 67.0 21,3 U 71.1 21,3  5 	68,6 13,9 6 69,3 13,4 8 68.0 22.3 
6 4 63.5 12.8 6 68.7 16 67,6 21,7 6 67.8 13.6 - 

As expected different patterns of eclosion rythes appeared in the different 

groups. Coups 1, 2 and 3 show a single peak, but 49  5 and 6 gave two peaks, 
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On successive days of the SXtSrneI light cycle 	A iositive correlation of 

size and ecloelon time was observed within the single peek of groups 1, 2 and 

39  and In the groups with a bimodal distribution of aclosion, ths ;ositiva 

correlation appeared in each peak separately. This feat eeens to suggest 

that the correlation between size and widloetan time is not connected with 

larval development time, because flies which took longer to develop would 

appear in the second peek, and if development time and body size were 

coralatod, the correlation would appear between peeks, rather than within 

peeks. Wøverthelass alternative explanations are possible, For example, 

the larval development thee may not in fact determine the peak in which an 

Individual will. emerge. Also the fact that the correlation between size 

and devlopment time is only observed when a uniform population of eggs is 

used to eat up the cultures, dose suggest that larval development time Is the 

Important factor, It this is so, then in normal cultures, this kind of 

variation will contribute to the within culture variance of thorax length, 

but it will only be possible to reveal its association with development 

time under special conditions, 
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8. &6K.TIJ WCT 

In the previous section the results showed that the environment 

ploys an important role in the control of body size and especially its 

composition in terms of protein and ThA. It was found that the 	content 

could very, apparently independently of body size, as measured by thorax 

length or protein content. 	In view of the importance of environmental 

influences on the F crosses used in these tests, ccmparisonw*of di??,cont 

genotypes ware soda under a variety of conditions. Inbred lines and F1  

crosses between them were compared at different temperatures, and at 

different levels of larval cowding, an well as under optimal conditions. 

In this way It was possible to build up a more complete picture of tha effects 

of genetic differences than would be obtained from simple comparisons. The 

extensive genotypo*envizonment interactions revealed in those studies, show 

that simple compaisona a? genotypes in a single environment will often lead 

to very misleading conclusions. 

1.Comparion of Inbred Unes and 	crosses 

Five inbred lines derived by sib..aeting for over 150 generations, 

from the Gabartcowild stock, were used in the following experiments. The 

5 lines are referred to as G3, G4, C5, C8 and Cit). 

Not more then 3 generations of random mating in mess cultures 

Intervened between the sibmeted lines and the experimental tests. Expansion 

of the lines for testing requires at luact one generation of random meting 

in bottle cultures but this was kept to a minimum to avoid breakdown of the 

inbreeding. 
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(a) JaMMEAgge of .Lnbrsde MW -912989.0.  under octisa]. .cqnditin 

The five inbred Unaa were compared with the ten possible S crosses 

between them (omitting reciprocals). The meting scheme was as faU.ow: 

£1 

aea £. 6*6 - - 
Li 6*4 4x4 

6*8 4*8 8*8 - 
6*10 4*10 8*10 10*10 - 
6*3 4*3 0*3 10*3 30 

Eggs collected overnight were sot up in replicate excess live yeast vials 

with 40 egg* per vie].. The cultures were incubated .t 25°C and adult 

fUss were collected shortly after colosion. Samples of 4 females f'oe 

such of 4 replicate vials per genotype were measured for thorax length, 

protein content and DNA content, Development time was measured for each 

culture as the average for all females. The results are given in Table 141 

they can be summarised as follawsi 

(1) 4Efeconcs between jnbreda and groaos. Crosses have an average a 

slightly larger thorax length than inbzede, but a lower protein content. 

These differences are not significant when tasted against the variation 

between individual gonatyos. That is to say, the observed differences 

could have been due to sampling, and are not characteristic of the 

contrast between inbred lines and croeses* On the other hand, DNA 

content is about 25% higher in inbred lines than in crosses. This 

difference is highly significant (p< 0.0U5). Since there is no 

significant difference in the amount of protein, it follows that the 
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Teb1 14 	(a)"Gag vaivaa brede IM9 290MIS OR1199 conditions 

I £ 2 

3x3 6505 259 215 44 453 

1UxiQ 63.3 288 221 6? 470 

8*8 58.6 255 215 40 458 

4x4 53.5 247 209 36 465 

6x6 694 287 223 64 456 

Mean Znbrsds 62.1 
- 

27 217 50 
_-.,___-----. 

461 

3x10 66,9 260 175 85 454 

3*8 61.5 252 175 77 454 

3*4 644 253 184 69 454 

3*6 72.0 267 190 77 454 

10*8 63.2 274 202 72 454 
10*4 61.9 259 191 68 454 

J0x6 67.3 276 219 57 460 
8x4 56.2 249 183 66 460 

8*6 6519 272 204 68 451 

4*6 
- 

674 272 197 75 451 

Mean Crosses 	64.7 	263 	192 	71 	454 

(b) Vrine Anglylig  

iiUaq at 
Total 	 232 

Between lnbrada 	 4 

Between Cosee 	9 

Between inbzads and 	I 
c'cess 

Total within genotypes 218 

" indicates p< 0.008 

ten bca' 

I £ 2 

43,1 271.0 461.2 

630,5** 5801.8***493.3 

303,5** 1606.6*2970.3*** 

326,0 	783.0 32029*** 

20.3 115.7 212.2 
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Protein/DNA ratio is significantly higher in the crosses. Development 

time is about 7% lower in crosses. 

VUAS&ioLbstween individUfti inbzcc ijflg. The differences between 

inbreds in thorax Length and in protein content are significant 

(p C 0.005). But there are no significant differences among inbred* 

for DNA content. This implies that most of the differences in protein 

content are due to differences in P/D ratio. There are considerable 

differences in development time among inbrede. 

Varietion betsasn individual F, crosses. Crosses differ significantly 

(P< 0.005) in thorax length, protein and DNA content. 	Devaiopment 

time on the other hand is remarkably uniform. 

Table 15 presents the components of variance between inbred lines 

and between f crosses for thorax length, protein and DNA. 

Table 1 	8u1wee0 acnotroe cxnonents 9f verieqe 

.v. Jor.,oenotvoes 	iiJficsnca of differencos1  

1n91e2 	k1gugg j & 

T 	 384 	17.8 2.00 N5 
P 	 342.0 	934 3450 0,05 
D 	 17.5 	173,D 6003. c0.05 

3. F is ratio of larger to smeller between genotype mean square. 

Comparison of variance camponantu between inbreds and between cross** show 

that for thorax length end For protein content the inbrede are more variable 

as a group than the crosses. The difference Is significant for protein 

( p[ .05). In contrast, for DNA content, the inbrsda are much loss variable 

then the crease. (p <0.05). Furthermore, whereas in the inbrede)verianoe in 

protein content is about 20 times as groat as variance An DNA, in crosses 



variance In protein in only about one half the variance in DNA. 

Table 16 gives the regression of protein on DNA for the  two groups. 

The relationship in illustrated in Figure 3. 

Table 16 	 raeIOflL of Protein on 2NA1 between eenotvaas 

AM AA k ARA £ 	& 

lnbrede 	 4 	Zone 	0.341 	94.8 	0.005 

Crosses 	 9 	0.622 	0,138 	20,1 	<0.006 

The regression between inbrede to significantly greater then 1.01 

that between crosses in significantly lees than 14. This weens that 

variation between iribrada involves positively correlated changes in the 

components, )NA, and protein/DNA ratio. In contrast, variation between the 

crosses involves negatively correlated changes in these two components. 

This inverse relationship may be the cause of the relatively lower variance 

between crosses in protein content, as compared with inbrei*. 

(iv) MarIMILM, within- SaUtya, In this experiment there were no significant 

between culture effects, The components of variance within cultures 

are compared in Table 17, 

jobjR 17 	 Coonents of vriancs wtjJi cu1tuee 

ji. 	 rfas 	UrAtAmrw@ E Attex2ma 

Inbrsa 	Crcsses 	 £ 	 it 

P 	 115 	 96 	 1.200 	 NS 

0 	 150 	 226 	 l.tiDø 	<0.05 

bfr.D 	0,182 0,106 0.14$ 0.058 

T 	within culture variance for Proteins pooled aver all In reds 

to tlightly greeter than the name for crosses. However, the difference 

is not significant. for DNA, the variance in crosses is significantly 

greater then that for inbreds (p C 0.05). The within culture regression 
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of protein on DNA for bath inbtede and crosees is close to zero, but 

is significant in the case of the crosses. The regression coefficients 

for inbrede and crosses do not differ significantly. 

(v) 11191XLOUBI OREMUMPLABIAMANALM from intermedJgv n crosse. 

Examination of individual genotypes reveals a number of features which 

are not apparent from variance analysis. 

Figure 3e shoes the mean thorax Length and protein content for all 

genotypes. The data fell into three groups*  The largest group 

contains the inbreds G8, G4 and G3 and six crosses, all of which involve 

at least one of theee three Inbred** This group conforms to the 

theoretically expected regression line of 1.0 (b 	13 ). Secondly, 

there are two inbred lines G6 and GLø which hove a dieproportionaUy 

high protein content, as Judged by their thorax Lengths. Four crosses 

farm a third group Lntereedtato between the former two groups in protein 

content. These crosses all involve at least one of the ebatrant Lnbroda 

as a parent. It is of interest that the cross between these two aberrant 

Inbred lines1  i*mely 1Ux6, showe some of the characteristics of an inbred 

line. For example in figure 3b it can be seen that for ONA end protein 

content this cross falls within the distribution for the inbred lines. 

In figure 3* this cross is in the intermediate group, which eaane that 

the protein content in the F is well below the aid-parent value, even 

though the parents hardly differed in protein content. 

It appears that in the two aberrant inbred Lines, genes have been fixed 

which control variation in protein content indepóndent of thorax length. 

The physiological causes of these changes are not known, but might involve 

such factors as differences in the size of particular internal organs. 



The genetic properties of this independent variation might also be quite 

different from variation in general body size. Therefore the results were 

examined for evidence of any regularities in the relations between parents 

and offspring. Table 1$ gives the deviations of each cross from the mid-

parent values for thorax, protein, DNA and protein/DfiA ratio. The crosses 

are ordered by increasing deviations from mid-parent in thorax length. 

Table 18 	 .e.ysns from e14-2ent value far coeeee 

U • 

___ 1 
U8 -05 -4 .40 35 

0.2 -2 .29 27 

]0x6 1.3 42 4 

8x6 1.8 1 45 1 

10x8 2.3 3 .16 19 

3x10 2.5 44 -43 30 

10x4 3.5 0*9 .24 16 

3*6 4.4 - .29 23 

3*4 4.6 a 20 28 

4*6 5.5 5 49 24 

aen, UP 2,6 .4 -25 21 

The deviations in thorax length are all smell, but only one i* 

negative. For protein there are a number of negative deviations, These 

are not associated exclusively with crosses which involve the two aberrant 

inbreds, or with any other particular Inbred** At First eight there appears 

to be no relationship whatsoever between the deviations for thorax and for 

protein, but when the values are plotted out (figure 4e) it can be seen 

that the crosses fall into two groups. The first group includes every 
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cross which has 60 as a parent. The second group includes eli the other 

crosses except 10*6. 

If all the genes involved had equal dominance effects on protein and 

thorax length, then the values for individual crosses would be distributed 

about a line of elope 1.0, passing through the origin, as is drawn in 

figure 4e, Neither of the two groups of cross.m approach this kind of 

distribution, which is further evidence for the partial independence of 

genetic effects on protein content and thorax Length,, within each of the 

groups there is a positive correlation of deviation in thorax length and in 

protein contents  so that the independence is certainly not complete, 

The inf*pando a in dominance relationships is not simply related to 

the deviations from proportionality of protein and thorax length mentioned 

above, for example, crosses which involve the two aberrant inbreds, Gill 

and G6, fail into both of the groups distinguished by dominance relationships. 

Also, the inbred CS, which is in the group of genotypes which shows good 

proportionality of thorax and protein, in creases, determines a special 

dominance relationship in all the crosses in which It is involved, This 

provides evidence for a discrete genetic control of the dominance relation-

ships unconiuctad with the additive affects. 

UaVIations from mid parent value in OfM content are all negative 

(figure 4b). The deviations are in all cases except 10*69  larger than 

those for protein, Thus it follows that there are corresponding positive 

deviations in protein/OUR ratios, Only 10x6 shows negative deviations In 

both protein/DNA ratio and (ThA. The deviation from mid-parent value for 

protein is therefore a result of apposite changes in the two components, 

Comparison of certain crosses, e.g. 8*6 with 3*4, or 10*6 with 3*10, shows 
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that similar deviations from mid-parent in protein can be the result of 

widely different deviations in UN%. 

Neverthelose, other evidence shows that DNA and protein contents are 

not completely independent. Close examination of figure 3b shows that 

crosses Which involve particular inbrede are not distributed at random 

within the range of the crosses. To reveal this more clearly, the average 

values of all four crosses involving each single inbred, were calculated, 

and also the average of the corresponding four mid-parent valuot. The 

difference 	gives the deviation from aid-parent for each inbred, 

when averaged over all craecs. The cross 10x6 was not included in these 

calculations because it does not fail within the distribution for crosses, 

and behaves in many ways like an inbred line, Table 19 gives theee results, 

which are plotted in figure 5, 

table It fleac Dsvistiact excluding  10x6) 

U - MID 

4 3.4 25 

0 0.9 4 _25 

3 2.7 IW6 35 

6 3,9 0 -21 

10 2,0 0.7 28 

There is a positive correlation between 5 - * in thorax and protein, protein 

and DNA, and thorax and DNA • However, the values for 08 do not conform to 

these relationships for thorax length. There is no relationship between 

the size of an inbred and its - TO value. 
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Tonoeratures. 

In this test three inbred lines, G8, G6, and GlO were compared with 

the three F creases between them. Eggs were collected overnight at 

25°C end set up in excess live yeast vials with 4u.50 eggs per vial. 

Replicate sets of cultures were incubated at 2U°, 25°, and 29°C (0.5°C) 

to complete development. Four tussles ware sampled from two vials a 

each temperature for each genotype. Average values are therefore based 

an eight individuals per treatment. All the biochemical estimations 

were done at the some time to avoid systematic errors between temperatures. 

Table 20 glues mean values for treatments, and the analysis of variance. 

It is obvious, from a casual inspection, that considerable differences 

exist among genotypes in their reaction to environmental temperature. 

The analysis of variance helps to assess the significance of these 

difference. The results can be summarised as follows. 

Thorax length and protein content decline as temperature increases. 

These trends are highly significant over all genotypes. There is 

no overall significant effect of temperature on DNA content. 

Development time is slightly longer for inbreda at all temperatures. 

Among inbred lines there is highly significant variation in thorax 

length and protein content end also significant variation in DW. 

content. 

(iv)Aaong crosses there is higijy significant variation in thorax length 

and protein content, but no significant differences in DNA content. 



Tq1t4e 2J1 	(s) Do  vi1u.  

____ntgrg 	Lownoto I £ 

29°C 	 8 38.1 21 161 100 441 

6 47.8 281 167 114 445 

10 45.6 281 160 121 453 

Mean Inboda 43.8 214 163 112 448 

lOxO 51,6 273 170 1.03 444 

1t]x6 $.8 287 114 113 444 

8x6 54.9 276 170 106 444 

Mean Crosses 53.1 279 1.71 lOS 444 

250C 	 8 52.8 260 162 90 462 

6 62.9 261 162 119 465 

10 62.0 292 167 125 460 

Seen Inbreds. 59,2 278 164 
V .  

114 485 

lOxU 61,1 286 155 131 460 

10x6 72,0 299 II? 132 452 

6*5 65.8 292 1.64 128 460 

Ien Crosses 66.3 292 162 130 461 

20°C 	 8 64.6 216 154 122 497 

6 72.3 293 173 120 500 

10 
- 

69,2 299 
--.-- 

173 
-- 

126 
,- 

504 

Omen InbrBds 68.8 289 167 122 500 

10*8 70.2 290 164 1.26 497 

10*6 69,9 295 161 134 497 

8*6 70.8 299 145 154 497 

Ifin 73,0 295 157 138 497 
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(b) 	tarienca AnaivoIji 

ifleen 	CU698 

Source of 1Vecietion At T P£ 

Total 1.43 1689 L8IL.8 191.6 

Temperatures 2 65?4*** 2793* 355 

Inbred. 2 *s* g**e 533* 

Crosses 2 219 739*0* 44$ 

Between inbrede and crosses 1. 1368 2336 32 

Temperature x Genotype JO 88*0* 359*** 5Q4*0* 

Within treatments 126 30,3 55.3 157 

* indicates p .05 	 ** p .005 

on average croosse have higher thorax lengths and protein contents 

than inbreds at all temperatures. At ?0°  and 2S 0  j  crosses have a 

lower DNA content than thbrada, but at 29 inbrade have less DW 

than crosses. However none of the differences are significant, 

There is a highly significant temperature by genotype interaction 

for thorax, protein and DNA • In other words there are real 

differences, among genotypes in their reactions to environmental 

temperature during dsveXopunt, 

Analysis of the interactions (Table 21) shows that relative to the 

crosses, inbreds show a greater decline in thorax length and protein 

content, as temperature increases. In contrast, for DNA content, crosses 

change much more with respect to towareturs,  than do the inbred.. In 

the inbred., therefore, changes in potsin content at different temperatures 

are mediated mainly through change. In P/O ratio. In the crosses, 

aim.U,.r changes in P/O ratio are .ccompanied by opposite changes in DtA 

content. 
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14249 41 	An1ts of T aratt&t&x 001vie 1nte&fl 

ource of Ueriation 	 b.0 	se.j 

Temperature on Inbrsde 	2 	194295*5 	lie 	3.48* 0.160 
Temperature on Crosses 	2 	1,731*I 	1,2835*5  4.12 0.295 

* Signifies p(0.05 
	 *** p<0,005 

The regressions of prctoin an 	for the effect of temperature on 

inbreda and crosses are given in Table 21, These shoe that for inbred* 

protein/DNA ratio and DNA very together (value of b greater than 1.0)0, and 

for crosses protein/DNA ratio and DNA very inversely (value of a less then 

1.0). Thus, in this respect the behaviour of inbrede and crosses recalls 

the differences observed between genotypes under optimal conditions (see 

table 16). 

The differences between inbede and crosses account for only a part 

of the total tempersture.genotyps interaction, In addition there are 

interactions between individual inbreds and crosses with tempereturu. 

These can be elucidated by comparison of the components of variance between 

inbreda and between crosses within temperatures. Table 22 gives these 

results, together with the corresponding regression coefficients, 

.1*1522  WWMMIR,pf ince end .ter.estcnk 

inbrect5 inbKegj  

29°  2 125'e** 0 1.24 2.781 

25°  2 248*5* 0 41416 3.638 

20°  2 134 92*5  1.05 0.272 

290 	2 

25° 	2 

20° 	2 
* signifies p 4-0.05 

C,V, for. cr9seq 

£ 
39*5 	() 	2,74 	0.784 
345* 	15 	1.03 	0.303 

66 0.401 0,200 
p(D.D2S 	'p<D.005 
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The table shows that we tenperetura increases variation between 

genotypes for protein content tends to increase, while for DNA content, 

it tends to decrease. This relationship breaks down however at 290, 

especially in the Lnbreds. This may be caused by truncation of the 

distribution caused by tho approach to the lethal limit. At all 

temp e raturee 1nbreds are more variable in protein content then crosses. 

The regression coefficient increases as timparetura increases in both 

inbreda and crosses, end at 20 a and 250,  the regression coefficient is 

higher for lobreda than for crosses. 

Examination of the variance components within and between cultures 

showed no trends with respect to temperature,  and no significant 

differences between inbreds and crosses. 

(vii) Dgy&atjona  from i 	rcntjpJq ,&gML Maegg 	In this 

experiment, interpretation of deviations from told-parent values ore 

once again complicated by the fact that the inbred lines differ in 

the relations they show between thorax length and protein content. 

As revealed In the asrUar comparison, the inbreds G6 and CIO have 

relatively more protein than CS, Temperature does not affect this 

aspect; changes in size due to temperature are an average proportional 

for thorax and protein, Table 23 shows the devistiona from taidi,  

parent values for each cross at different temperatures. 
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Table 23 	Deviations -rum  m44 	nLvp1ue 5% 	25&snd 29°  

U022 	1amoara.uze(°ci 	1. 	£ 	£ 
10*8 	 29 	 975 	2.0 	95 

25 	 3,70 	10.0 	905 	19.5 
20 	 3.20 	2.5 	0.5 	2.0 

10x6 	 29 	 6.10 	6.0 	10.5 	4.5 
25 	 9.55 	12.5 	2.5 	10.0 
20 	 .085 	4.0 	42.0 	11.0 

8*6 	 29 	 8.20 	5.0 	6.5 	41.5 
25 	 3,35 	5,5 	a5 	6,0 
20 	 8.05 	3,0 	- 28 	31.0 

The general level of hetarosie is higher in this test than in the earlier 

one under optimal conditions. The cross 10*6 which in the previous test 

behaved more like an inbred line, in this Investigation give* positive 

deviations from mid-parent vaths in both protein and thorax length, except 

at 20°  where it La the only cross to fell below the mid-parent value. 

In each cross the maximum deviation for protein is at 250. 

In the case of 10*8 this is correlated with both a maximum deviation for 

protein/DNA ratio, and a minimum deviation for DNA at 250. In the other 

two crosses there is a raguler decline in deviations for DNA and an increase 

in deviations for P/o with decrease in tapoz'eture. In most cease the 

deviations in ONA and protein/DNA ratio are Osgutively related, so that 

the Change in protein is lass than the change in its components. 

(a) Comorisora of inbrede nji craees cultured at different levels of 

larval crowdlno. 

The effect of larval crowding on different genotypes was investigated 

In three separate experiments. In each, three inbred lines and the three 



crosses between thee were compared at four levels of larval crowding. 

The values of medium used was different in the three experiments, so that 

nutritional differences are also involved. The experiments will be described 

separately first, and than the results will be brought together for comparison. 

FLrst xrieeftt. In this test one ml, of medium was used. Eggs were 

collected overnight and sot up in four groups of cultures with 10, 20, 30 

and 40 Larvae in each. For each genotype, two replicate cultures were set 

up at each Level. Four females per culture were sampled for measurement of 

thorax, protein and DMA content. The averages in Table 24 are therefore 

based on sight individuals. Table 25 gives an analysis of variance. 
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.24 	 t8ftf1 	 and FOBOa.. ].JrV  c1OLJ. 

LMEXagiguitUrg 	1enotypj 1 
10 	 6 55.8 266 177 09 477 

3 85.8 265 202 63 463 

4 A724 Z13 . All 87 .4714 

Inbrede 59.7 260 188 80 471 

4x6 57.4 274 185 89 412 

3*4 62.4 267 104 83 470 

x6 61.9.263 466

Cosse 

-. 189.. .460-- 

Crosses 60.6 268 183 85 470 

20 	 6 5.0 261 186 75 478 

3 62.9 271 208 63 462 

4 . 	.0 26 . 	93 65 476 

Inbrüde 55.9 265 196 69 472 

4*6 52.2 261 174 07 474 

3x4 61.3 261 190 77 468 

3*6 59.5 259 - 	181, 78 02- 

Crosses 57.7 262 182 80 468 

30 	 6 55.2 260 188 71 474 

3 54.4 256 176 80 466 

4. 56.9 - 	961 192 . . 72 .. 	72 

Inbi'uds 55.5 259 104 75 411 

4*6 50.5 255 178 77 473 

3*4 57,5 269 3.78 91 470 

3x6, .57.3. .261 	. 3.81k 01  

Cro-ee 55.1. 262 179 83 470 

40 	 6 466 250 171 79 472 

3 48,3 255 175 78 467 

4 .  A.7%7. Z§& SZ 	. . 	474 - 

Inbred 47.5 251 182 69 471 

4*6 	- 48.3 251 168 83 476 

3*4 53.2 262 169 93 460 

3*6 53.5. - 250 166.84 468 

Croeses 51.5 ---.-- 254 160 
_i.-_--_-. 

86 470 
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1eb4e 25 	A 204.0 inbreda end Croosee. Lar V.A ccowdino J, 

Aula  
Sguya of Vjtjan I 2. 
Total 188 41 133 225 
Crowding 1vu1e 3 10060*0  1833*0* 1552*0* 
labreds 2 2220W 43 9450* 

Crosses 2 403*0* 530 150 
Between inbreds and crosses 	1 87 147 3781 
Level * Genotype 15 56 207 6320* 
Within treatments 165 23 98 134 
Oetween cultures 24 41*0* 2150*31  212* 

Within cultures 141 20 70 121 

* signifies p(O.D5 *0 p<0.025 " p(0.005 

(1.) Crowding causes a highly significant decline in thorax length, protein 

and DNA content. 

There is significant venetian between inbrede for thorax length and 

DNA, but not for protein content. 

There is significant variation among crosses only in thorax length. 

Crosses are an average slightly ,  larger than inbreda in thorax length, 

and protein contents  and the differences become more marked with 

crowding. Inbrede have a higher DNA content at all levels. 

There is a significant crowdingganotype interaction for DA, but not 

for rotoin or thorax length, foet of the  interaction is accounted for 

by differences among individual genotypes, rather then differences 

between iabreda and crosses. Detailed examination of the interaction 

will be delayed until results from the other crowding teats have been 

presented, 

.MPMg Lxp.niipnt. Two mIs, of medium per vial were used in this teat#  

Otherwise the design was the seme as in the previous experiment* fiSbultS are 
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given in Table 26 and the analysis of variance in Table 27, 

(I) Crowding causes a highly significant decline in protein and DNA 

contant$ a similar decline in thorax length is not eigniPicentdue 

to a large between culture variance in this experiment. 

There is highly significant variation among both inbrsds and crosses 

In protein and DNA content. 

Crosses are in general slightly larger in thorax length and protein 

content than inbreds, and the difference tends to increase with 

crowding, At all levels inbreds have more DNA en average then crosses. 

mare is a highly significant genotype by crowding interaction for 

DNA and protein content, but not for thorax length, This is mainly 

accovited for by individual differences between genotypes, rather than 

inbreeding. Thus thu results of the first two crowding experiments 

are quite consistent. 



TAbJo 26 	1n v41ua. Thbrda Aeg 1rvek czo*din 2* 

iJmøiCUItUr! notvre D 

10 3 63,1 265 162 103 462 

8 59 279 154 125 464 

4 57.0 169 104 460 

Inbred* 58.0 272 162 110 462 

0*3 63.5 278 	143 	135 465 

3*4 64.3 277 	165 	312 4613 

- 4x8 - 	i3.9 20 	 96 .466 

Crosses 60.6 272 	157 	115 461 

20 	 3 	57,3 	265 	167 	98 	462 

8 	52.7 	280 	165 	115 	463 

4 	 Z74 16 105 461 
Inbreds 	53.9 	272 	166 	106 	462 

8*3 59.5 274 16 118 461 

3*4 61,3 265 153 112 463 

4*8 52.3 267 174 - 	93 46 

Crosses 57.7 269 161 108 462 

30 	 3 47,5 261 	180 101 466 

0 47.8 268 	146 122 456 

4 52. IN 	.. 163 - 	102 	.. .46 

1nbru 49.2 265 	156 109 861 

8*3 6002 274 162 112 466 

34 580 28 137 131 462 

4*8 51.1. 280 264 D. 462 
Crosses 56.5 267 154 113 482 

40 	 8 	41.2 	240 	153 	95 	472 

3 	46,2 	257 	143 	114 	461 

44 Z59 153 106 IN 
Inbred* 	44.6 	255 	350 	105 	466 

8*3 54.6 258 151 ID? 463 
3*4 54,4 266 145 121 463 

4*8 4405 256 156 LOQ 462 

crocivas 51,2 260 150 flU 463 
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Table 27 	 Inbreda end C esee 	Larval cro4i 	2. A.U.'J #  

Mean Sagan 

4ource BE Vsrietion .1 

Total 161 130 163 239 
Crowding levels 3 1164 2602*" 1401""' 
Inbred* 2 40 1242"" 1061"" 
Crosses 2 908 1091" 2002"** 
Between inbreda end crosses 1 476 1167 344 
Level x Genotype 15 50 1027"' 476"' 
Within treatments 144 99 91 154 
Between cultures 23 472"' 171""' 179 
Within culture. 121 29 76 149 

* einifies p <.oS 	 "p <.025 
	 *0* p(.005 

In this experiment the normal 5 el. (approximately) 

culture vials were used, and the crowding levels were 15, 30, 45 and 60 

larvae per vial. Unfortunately, because of some undetected deficiency in 

the culture conditions the fuse were much smeller then would normally be 

expected. This experiment was set up to test the effect of larval density 

under optimal nutritional conditions, but in view of the results it is 

better to regard it as another suboptimal teat. However, the nature of the 

nutritional restriction was certainly different from the simple lack of food 

which restricted growth in the two previous teats. The results are given in 

tables 28 and 29. 

(i) Crowding in this experiment does not cause such large changes in size. 

The changes in thorax length and protein content are however significant. 

There Is no significant effect of crowding on DNA content. 

(ii)Inb,eds very significantly in protein content, but not in DNA content, 

Crosses also vary significantly in protein but not in DNA, 
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Ti 	Z8 	 V1.ue 	Inbsda IM9,firgYMASIAMI iiow9iru.3, 

Luoukq1.tur 	______ 

15 	 8 	56.8 270 153 117 461 

6 	54.8 250 157 93 461 

Zjl 1? . 	7A, AN 
1nbrde 	54.5 

...............- 
257 161 96 

- 
462 

.-. 

46 	52.9 	255 162 	93 	460 

(3*4 	57.3 	264 174 	90 	463. 

- 8x6 	56.,2fl 169 	10 	461 - 
Crosses 	55.7 	254 168 	96 	461. 

30 	 8 	54.5 	269 	140 	1.19 	458 

	

6 	54,5 	253 	159 	94 	460 

152 92,  AAZ  
lnbrods 	54.3 	255 	153 	102 	462 

	

4*6 	530 	254 	169 	85 	461. 

	

8*4 	54.5 	259 	178 	81 	452 

	

0*6 	 264 16 IM 46 
Ctoses 	54.5 	259 	159 	90 	462 

45 	 8 53,4 257 159 98 	461 
6 53.9 245 148 97 	463 

24& .105 	455 
Inbrds 517 248 148 100 	463 

4*6 	55.3 259 172 87 	41 
8*4 	55.5 264 177 87 	461 

25 ?j 14 	453 
Crosses 	53.7 

-r 	- 
262 1.76 85 	482 

60 	 8 50.5 251 160 91 460 
6 51.7 247 ISO 97 485 

4. 	-. 533 251 .155 	. 96 ga - 
Inbr eds 51.8 250 155 95 464 

4*6 52.8 248 166 62 466 
8*4 55,5 259 172 87 468 
8*6 . SUSIX 259 14 	- .90 	. AU 

crouses 53.1. 255 1.69 86 467 
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Toblia 2 
	

i.V. lnbreds cnd ce. Lrai ccstn1 3 

ourca of variation 

Total 186 

Crowding levels 23 
Inbrede 2 

Cro.e.s 2 
Between inbrede and croeces 1. 

Level. x Genotype 15 
Within treatments 163 

8stwean cultures 24 

Within cultures 139 

* signifies p .05 

560121  

	

1. 	£ 

	

26 	155 
	

341 

81*, 	5?9* 
	

111 

1110" 
	

105 

	

S 
	 9595* 	531 

	

S 
	 2100 
	

12854' 

	

24 
	

136 

	

25 
	

112 
	

239 

	

2? 
	

1.73' 
	

214 

	

24 
	

101 
	

243 

"p K .U05 

There is a highly significant difference between inbrsds and crosses 

for iAA content in this test. Contrary to previous results, OtIA 

content is higher in the crosses, than in the inbrada. The crosses 

have a higher protein content than the inbreds, and the difference 

does not change with increased crowding. 

There is a highly significant interaction for 0tA content. The 

interaction effect will net be compared in the three experiments. 

Anuivie of the noty -environinflt inte ction in tJLthrea *xuari11Qfl.t. 

Table 30 shows that in each experiment the effect of crowding on protein and 

0M content is greater in the inbrsde, then in the crosses* On the whole, 

however inbreda and crosses react in * .siriLar way to crowding. The 

regressions of protein on DNA for inbrede and coeeee are not significantly 

different. The regressions are quite different in the three experiments, 

however; the nutritional stress in the first two experiments results in 
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vus for t4-,e regruecion close to 1.0, but In the third experiment the values 

are low, especially in the crosses. It must be concluded that the major 

source of the genotyps.i.Qnvivonment interactions in these experiments is between 

Individual genotypes rather then bteeen inbred* and crosseso for this 

reason individual genotypes are considered in the next section 

Tuble 30 Ana1,yia or 0enczyje x Inmactione 

*an sffinrma 

£rimnt aquEggq of VarianceJL ____ se.b. 

1 Crowding in inbred. 3 1090*5  1167*** 0.883* 0,215 

Crowding in crosses 3 757*5 1120" 0.783** 0.154 

2 Crowding in inbred. 3 1813*** 1232*se 1,188**,  0,144 

Crowding in crosses 3 BOB** 325 1,618** 0.162 

3 Crowding in tabrede 3 404 651* 0.577 0.309 

Crowding in crosses 3 349 456 0.110 0.502 

* p<.05 
	

p <,,025 
	

Nub P<*005 

lndivldual anotyoas 

A major source or the genotype-crowding interaction In USA content 

is the variation between individual genotypes in their reactions to larval 

crowding. Two patterns of response to crowding can be distinguished, The 

first pattern is exemplified by 04 in the second experiment, where the iffi 

content shows a steady decline with increased larval crowding. The cross 

8x3 in the some experiment is a typical example of the second pattern in 

which a low level of larval crowding causes an Increase in DNA content, 

followed by a decline at higher levels of crowding, so that OM is a maximum 

at intermediate levels. These two types of response are present in all 

three experiments, but are most obvious in the second. In the first 

experiment the patterns are obscured by high significant between culture 
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effects and in the third experi.msnt, although the treatment mean values have 

low standard error., there is heterogeneity between crowding levels which 

is apparently random with respect to crowding level. There is no evidence 

to suggest that one pattern is associated only with inbred., and the other 

only with crosses. 

The deviations of individual crosses from aid-parent values were 

examined within crowding levels. The date were not sufficiently extensive 

to detect any unequivocal changes in dviaticns from aid-parent value with 

crowding, ec the results were pooled over all crowding levels within crosses, 

Table 31 gives these results. 

_____ Uevitjgnp rrom md-pgent values 

3 J1& Cross £ 

I. 4x6 -1.35 -0.5 .9.9 9.6 
.x4 2.83 4.5 	-Uh8 15.3 
3x6 2,58 .2.3 .8.6 6.4 

2 8x3 8.25 5.6 4.3 8*9 
3x4 7.55 5.6 	-11,6 17.3 
4x8 0,53 -8.3 74 .15.4 

3 4x6 0.33 5.0 12,4 .7.4 
8x4 2.93 7.3 20,6 .13.4 
8x6 0,23 11.0 16.0 -5.0 

These results illustrate influence of environmental, conditions on 

the expression of hoterosis in terms of OM and protein/DNA ratio. In 

the first two teats all genotypes except 4x0 gave positive deviations in 

protsin/O&A ratio, and negative deviations in We It will be recalled 

that this pattern was found in all crosses under optimal. Conditions, and 



in the temperature comparisons, at low temperatures. In the third crowding 

experiment the deviations for each cross were negative for protein/DNA ratio 

and positive for L)*dA • Thus environmental differences operating between 

successive experiments seem to control both the general level of the hatarosis, 

and its wade of expression, by DNA or by P/D ratio. The magnitude of these 

between experiment factors is for greater than any effects crowding may have 

on hetarosis, but. is comparable to the effect of environmental temperature. 

The nature of the differences between experiments remains to be investigated 

but may involve uncontrolled differences in the composition of the medium, 

or the state of the yeast population. The unusual result in the third 

experiment, where haterosje wee associated with positive deviations in 

contsr.t may have been caused by some. kind of nutritional doficioncy, 

It was noted earlier that the flies,,, in this experiment were such smaller 

than would normally be expected under optimal conditlone. It is possible 

that suboptimal environments in general, tend to Limit the degree of 

heterosis in P/t) ratio, and this is consistent with the results for the 

temperature comparisons* Un the other hand different environmental factors 

sight have quite specific effects. Genetic factors also appear to influence 

the expression of heterosie, In the second experiment the cross 4x8 shows  

an increase in DNA relative to the mid-parent value in contrast to the other 

two crosses which give the usual negative deviation for DNA. This cross is 

not aberrant in other experiments, so the effect must represent come kind 

of gena'.snviunaent interaction controlling the expression of hetarosis. 

Another example of this kind is the variable expression of hetarosie in the 

cross 10x6 when tested in different •xprimanta. In view of these interactions 
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it is unwise to genra icE too freely about the nture of teteroeie on 

the  basis of a email nuaber of crosses in a limited variety of environments. 

The important general point which can be mads is that extensive interactions 

are revealed when DM content 15 examined, which are not nscassatUy 

reflected in protein content. This represents a form of genetic variation 

undetected by conventional methoda 

(a) Th4tseiaotJ.Qn resoni 

Changes in protein and 04A content have been measured throughout 

the course of a two-way selection experiment for thorax length. The 

foundation population was a GebarrawL1d type stock which has been 

maintained in population cages for many years in the laboratory. 

Selection was continued for 15 generations* i.gqe were collected over-

night and eat up in live yeast cultures with 70 eggs per culture, 

When the adult flies emerged, melee and females were separated 

and 20 individuals of each sex were chosen at random from each of 

five replicate cultures, and measured for thorax length. The extreme 

five females and five males from each culture were ease meted to provide 

the parents of the next generation. 

Tests for protein and DNA cntent were made at generations It  39  4, 

7, 9, 10 and l, The selected parents were allowed to lay eggs for 

the next generation of selection. Virgin £enelae and males which 

subsequently hatched from these bottles were used to sat up the following 

Crosses:-  
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jel 

Iliob IM Control 

H 	Hxt. 	HxC 

L 	LxC 
- 	- 	C 

Eggs from the crosses were not up in live yeast cultures with 40 eggs 

per vial, and four replicate vials for each genotype. When the adults 

emerged a sample of 4 females from each culture was used for estimation 

of thorax length, protein and DNA. Table 32 gives the mean values for 

each genotype in all the generations tested in this way • In planning 

these comparisons it was anticipated that the biochemical measurements 

would include errors between generations due to variation between 

experiments in the estimation procedure. To separate this variation 

from the progressive changes due to selection, the data were to be 

presented as deviations within generations from the unselected controls, 

In the event this proved to be impracticable because of apparent 

differences between the selected lines and crosses and the control, 

In stability to environmental differences between generations. When 

plotted as deviation from control, the other lines showed irregular 

changes which made it difficult to distinguish the effects of selection. 

The method of presentation finally adopted was to measure the differences 

among genotypes within generations, on a scale based on deviations 

from the generation mean for all genotypes# for convenience a constant 

(su) was added to the deviation from the generation mean, so that 

negative values were eliminated, This scale of measurement varies 

from 0 to 100 and differences on the scale approximate to percentage 

differences in just the same way as the original measurements of thorax 

length, protein and DNA. Such a scale may introduce some bias due to 
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asymmetry of response to selection, but this is not important in the 

present experiment. This method is merely a simple way to isolate the 

progressive effects of selection from random effects due to errors of 

estimation, or to environmental effects which act uniformly on all 

genotypes, between tests. 

The results after transformation are presented in table 339  and 

Illustrated In figure 6. Table 34 gives the variance analysis within 

generations. 

In thorax length, both high and low lines diverge steadily from the 

control value and the responses are curvilinear, By the and of the 

experiment the average response to selection in each gunerstian is 

lower than at the beginnings  but neither the high not the low line 

have reached the limit of zasponwo. The response in the low line 

is almost 1.5 times as greet as in the high line, The correlated 

response in protein content at generation 15 is different for the two 

lines, Expressed as a fraction of the response in thorax length, 

in the high line .t generation 15, protein content shows a correlated 

response of 0,93 while for the low line the corresponding value is 

only 0.53. Thus, although the response to selection for thorax 

length is asymmetrical, with the greatest response in the direction 

of smell size the correlated changes in protein content axe 

approximately equal in both directions. 

£xsmination of figure 6 whoms that the changes from generation to 

generation in protein content are rather irregular., in the first 



table 32 	aictton xprint.G ,retjon No  va3.uQa 

taneration 

CaaflotV14 I 2. 2. 

Thorax 	Control 67.8 58.9 61.3 65.1 69.0 70.7 70.9 

Low 66.1 49.4 49.4 40.5 34.3 33.3 21.8 

High 73.4 74.0 82.8 90,0 95.5 9•0 100.3 

LxC 65.5 57.8 57.3 63.3 61.2 59.9 54.1 

$xC 68,3 70.1 76.7 79.5 84.3 86.0 06,8 
LxH 69.4 67.0 73.8 74.0 72.4 73.3 73.8 

protein 	Control 288 252 281 275 256 259 291 
Low 282 251. 279 272 240 236 265 
High 281 285 302 295 261 277 318 
LxC 283 256 281 282 24 257 290 
"KC 281 263. 303 294 273 266 306 

LxH 279 269 296 289 256 257 314 

Control 28 195 208 3.41 3.93 218 249 

Low 24.1 213 201. 132 178 205 246 

High 230 205 201 3.38 214 230 258 

LxC 231 205 204 19 192 218 252 

HxC 238 205 210 127 192 219 278 

LxH 238 204 209 1212 3.91 219 268 
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Tbie 33 eLctio, xement. TRISPIAMS29 2€09  

1f narat ions 

A .1 

Thcws Control 49 46 45 46 50 51 53 

Low 40 347 33 22 15 13 4 

Nigh 55 61 66 72 76 76 82 

LxC 47 45 40 44 42 40 36 

HxC 50 57 60 61 65 66 69 

Lxii 51 54 57 55 53 53 56 

Prgtejg Control 56 45 41 41 57 50 44 

Low 50 44 39 38 31 27 111 

Nigh 49 48 62 61 58 68 71 

LXC 51 49 41 48 45 40 43 

HxC 49 54 83 60 64 57 59 

Lx" 47 62 56 55 47 48 67 

Control 42 41 53 56 50 51) 41 

Low 55 59 46 47 35 37 38 

High 52 51 46 53 71 62 48 

LxC 45 51 49 54 49 50 44 

HC 52 51 55 42 49 51 70 

LxN 62 50 54 37 48 51 60 

Control 63 54 38 42 57 51 53 

Low 44 35 43 48 46 41 30 

Nigh 46 47 66 65 37 57 73 

LxC 55 48 42 44 46 49 49 

HxC 46 53 58 68 65 57 39 

Lxii 44 62 52 68 49 48 57 
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GENERATIONS 

Fut6. Selection Experiment.,, raspona to selection. 

Unselected controle are shown by crosses, tho high line by open circles 

and the low line by cloaodCii,Clee. The values plotted are deviations 

from generation mean (see text). 
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generation both the high and the low line fell below the level of the 

control. Uy generation four there is a clear divergence between the 

two selected lines, but the law line is still not much below the control 

level. A clear divergence between the low line and the control is only 

established after generation 7. In the diagram the control line appears 

to vary sore from generation to generation than the selected lines. 

However, this is only an artifact of the method of presentation. In 

fact the control varies less between generations then the other LAna.* 

Both the selected lines show a parallel Increase in DNA content until 

generation three. At generation four both fall below the level of the 

control, and thereafter diverge, the high line showing an increase, and 

the low line a decline in subsequent generatione. In the law Line this 

decline I. maintained until the and of the experiment, but in the high 

line a maiieue is acheived at generation nine, followed by a decline. 

However, from generation nine onwcrde1  the high liis has more DNA then 

the control, which in turn has more DNA than the low line, so that the 

differences in DNA content are positively correlated with the size 

differences between the lines, in the later generations, 

fkcuression &nae4. The beet way to extract the maxima information 

from these results is by regressionanalysis* The average environminteZ 

affect* between generations have been removed by the transformed scale 

of measurement, as explained above. Theret'øre, the remaining differences 

between generations for each genotype case From two poosthia sources, 

genetic changes, and Cone-environment interactions. The genetic changes 

may be random, due to genetic drift, or progressive, due to selection. 



The gene-environment interactions will also be random with respect 

to generations, so that any regression on generations can be most 

reasonably ascribed to the progressive affects of solaction and can 

be used to obtain the beat possible estimate of the effects of selection 

an the various components of body size. Linear regressions are quite 

suitable for the data for protein and DA content.. Table 35 presents 

the results of the regression analysis. The regression coefficients 

for protein, DNA, and protein/DNA ratio appear in the first section of 

the table. These values were used to calculate estimates of the response 

In the various components at generation fifteen. These estimates are 

given in the second section of the table, which also includes the actual 

values for thorax length at generation fifteen, from the estimates,)  

the deviations from control and the correlated responses to selection 

were calculated for each of the components, as a fraction of the total 

response in thorax length. These are given in the fourth section of 

the table. The ostirastas of correlated responses thus obtained, 

amibody the average change over all generations in the cuoponente of 

size as a fraction of the total change in thorax length. These results 

may be summarised as follows:- 

(I) The correlated response in protein content in the high lins is 0,863 

of the response in thorax length. In the low line the correlated 

response is only 0.632. This contrast was referred to earlier as the 

result of a disproportionately large change in thorax length in response 

to selection for small size, The results of the regression analysis 

support this conclusion although the response in protein content, as 

measured by the regression coefficients, is also slightly asymmetric. 
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1 6 133*4 168 386 

626k 573*4 

4 5 2626" 2091 1* 277 
7 S 4702 1417 544* 

9 5 7065 2539* 2147*' 
10 5 7650' 2901 1018 

15 5 12021*4* 61644*4  1967 

tindicetea p<0,05 *' p0.U25 *** p':0.005 

101e ap. $eueeion Analvste 

fteas4one on of' aeloctton (5). 

____ ____ b PID. 

Control 6 '..161 0.022 0.123 
Lo* 6 '.2.195 4.587 .00565 
High 6 1.534 0.420 1,210 

sti$ei et 5 * 15 

2 
Control 

4 8  
50 48 53 

Low 17 26 41 4 

High 73 56 68 82 

£eviations from control t S 

Low '.49 .31. ..24 .7 
High 29 25 6 20 

Correl&ted .4.eepones to s15112 

uPi1T du/di gjpjD)jdT DJ4 

Low 0.632 0*49U 0.143 0.773 
High 0.863 0.207 0.690 0.240 

Calculated from regressions by P * 50 + 15 bpo ev  etc. 
-'.- 

From values of thorax length at generation 15, and 	J, '/u. 
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(it) The correlated response in 0Wfl in the high line Is 0.4909  and in the 

low line 0.2079 for protain/0NA ratio, in the high line the correlated 

response is 0.143 and in the low line 0.690. Thus although the ultimate 

change in protein content in the two selected lines I. only slightly 

esymmatric, the composition of the change in terms of DNA and protein/ 

DNA ratio is highly asymmetric. 

(iii) This is also illustrated in the response of DNA as a fraction of the 

response in protein content# in the low line 0.173 of the change 

in protein is accounted for by DNA • The corresponding value for 

the high line is 0.240*  

Rjgiatlona btwean ceneraUonso in addition to the average estimates of 

response, it to important to consider the differences between generations, 

It is immediately clear from an inspection of figure 6, that the expression 

of differences between genotypes in terms of DNA and protein/DNA ratio is 

very variable from generation to generatiom For example, generations 

nine and fifteen may be contrasted. At generation nine, diffatences between 

the high and the low lines in protein content are entirely accounted for by 

the difference in DNA content, Indeed, the high line has a lower protein! 

DNA ratio than the low line in this generation. At generation fifteen the 

difference A  in protein/DNA ratio. The low line in general shows more 

consistency of response than the high line, 

It has been pointed out that variation between generations, after 

removal of the regression on generations, represents the influence of 

either random genetic changes or gone-environment interactions. The latter 

would be expected to be completely random with respect to generation. The 
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former might not be entirely random, but might lead to a cumulative 

change or a cyclic one* ror example, incidental genetic changes caused 

by the initial linkage relations of genes favoured by selection, might be 

effective over a few generations until the linked complexas were broken 

down by recombination. The changes from generation to generation in 

protein/DNA ratio sppasr to show some evidence of a aerial correlation 

in the deviations about the regression line.. The low line shows this 

effect particularly well. However, there are Insufficient date to calculate 

the significance of this possibility* 

4.)ev1otj.one from m.d-gprent1a3uaeji çesae. Table 36 shows the deviations 

from mid-potent value for the crosses in each generation, together with the 

averageii over all generations. 

Isbie 36 

roee 	enxattonz 

LxC 	T 

P 

0 

Peylationa Lam  oj4,paraflt vaA 

& 19 

4.5 3.7 	2.0 10,5 	9.2 7.9 

-.2 5 	1 9 	3 10 

-.4 1. 	1 3 	7 7 

	

I& 	AMPloge 

	

7.8 	5.7 
12 	5.1 

4 	1.7 

HxC 	1 -.2.3 3.? 4.7 1.6 1.7 2.7 1.2 1.9 

P 104 8 12 9 7 -.2 2 4.6 

0 5 5 6 43 42 -.5 25 1.7 

HxL. 	1 -0,4 5.3 7.7 0.4 1.5 0.7 12.5 7.3. 

P .4 16 6 6 3 3 23 7.4 

0 ...2 -.5 8 43 -.5 2 32 -.0.4 

The values for deviation from mid-parent chow that averaged over all 

generations, the deviation and its compcsition depends on the particular 

cross involved. The cress of the low line to the unselected gives 

approximately equal deviations in thorax length and protein content of 

about 5%.  The average deviation In 01IP content is only 1.7% so that most 



of the change in protein is caused by an increase in prut.in/DA  ratios 

in the cross. The cross of the high Line to the unselected gives only 

a 2 deviation from aid.parent value in thorax length, but for protein 

and DNA content the deviations are similar to those for the cross of 

law by control. The cross between the two selected Lines gives the 

highest level of hetorci, about ?' in both protein and thorax length, 

and this is entirely due to an increase in protein/DNA ratio. The 

differences in heterosie betasen protein content and thorax Length, can 

perhaps be interpreted in terms of the differences between lines in the 

relative response to selection of protein end thorax length. Figure 7 

shows that the nvereç,e regression of thorax on protein between the selected 

lines Is greater then 1.0. To meintain this relationship in crosses 

would require a greeter heterosia in thorax length then in protein content. 

This occurs in the erase of low to unsel*cted. In both the crosses which 

involve the high line, on the other hand, heterosie in protein exceeds 

heterosis in thorax Length, which means that the ratio of protein to thorax 

Length conforms more to that ehon by the smeller parent, than to that of 

the larger parent. 

Examination of the individual deviations from aid-parent within 

generations shows that in certain an at.ion the hteroaia in protein 

may be due to an increase in LA rather than prcaein/tJLAratio* In ieee 

cases, however, heterosis is rather email, and so it is reasonable to make 

the generalisation that an increase in the protein/DWI ratio is the usual 

cause of heterosie in crosses. Exceptions to this rule are probably caused 

by environmental differences between generations, although genetic causes 
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cannot be entirely ruled out, These differences in crosses in protein/ 

DNA ratio and DNA contflt. to further evidence of extensive variation in 

the underlying components, which is not necessarily reflected as variation 

in body sire, and therefore goes undetected when conventional method; of 

analysis are used. 

(b) Influence at' LurveI codAp, on the selected Unea. 

At generation seven, the selected lines were competed at four levels 

of larval crowding. Eggs were collected end not up in noiwei 5 mle 

excess live yeast cultures with 15, 309  45 and 60 larvae per culture. 

Samples of four females from each of four replicate cultures per 

treatment were measured for thorax length, protein content and DNA 

content. Table 37 gives the mean values for each treatment and the 

analysis of variance. The mean values are also -2iott9d in tigure 8. 

labIa 37 	) .alscted Linaw lerva1 cro'dinca. mean eluea 

is 	6G.5 270 202 45.3 263 196 90,2 288 215 

30 	65.9 272 211 40,4 266 100 920 292 222 

45 	60.9 266 221 39,6 21 183 90,3 291 222 

60 	64.4 267 206 42.9 264 182 88,0 305 226 

(b) Variance Analysis 

.$curc 	of Vrience A I £ £ 
Total 191 428 335 699 

Genotypes 2 371*s** 17010*** 22188*5* 

Levela 3 41. 364 188 

Genotypes x Levels 6 69 340' 1297* 

Within treatments 100 40 149 432 

Between Cultures 36 43 168 566* 

Within cultures 144 37 145 393 

* indicate; p< U.05 1* p0.U25 "' p<0.005 



Genotype effect* are highly significant for thorax length, protein 

and DNA content. crowding has no overall significant effect on thorax, 

protein or DNA content, but there are significant Interaction* for protein 

and DNA. Figure $ shows that in the unselected controls, DNA content 

increases to a maximum at 45 larvae per culture, end than declines. This 

pattern was observed earlier in certain inbred lines and crosses* Protein 

content is unaffected by these changes in DNA content. In the low line 

DNA declines with increased crowding, but protein does not change. In 

the high line DNA content increases throughout with crowuing, and protein 

content Increase* proportionately with DNA. 

It can be concluded that as selection alters the size of the 

adult, it also changes the developmental relations which determine the 

composition of the selected genotypes in terms at protein and DNA • It 

also changes the reaction of the developmental system to envirenoental 

effects, which gives rise to the ne*environment •tfltoc4ions:.in  DNA 

and protein content detected in this experiment. Clearly, it is important 

to consider these interactions, when comparisons of DNA and protein content 

are to be made an selected genotypes* 	ihen the date for protein and DNA 

are plotted as in figure 9, it becomes clear that at the lowest larval 

density, the regression of protein on DNA between genotypes to quite close 

to a slope of 1.0. This means that under these conditions, the ditferencec 

in protein content are almost entirely determined by differences in DNA 

content. At higher crowding levels, the differences between the low line 

and control involve inverse changes in protein and protein/DNA ratio, and 

the differencea between the high line and control Involve positively 

correlated changes in both the components (table 38), 
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YALS 38 Deviatina from ControL 

LOW Hicth 

6eval p£ £ 
15 .1 .6 .1 6 18 13 5 15 

30 .6 .37 31 8 20 5 15 14 

45 .5 .38 33 5 25 1 24 13 

50 .3 .24 21 5 38 20 18 13 

The geneenvirartwt. interactions revealed in this test are remarkable 

in that they occur over a range of environmental differences which have 

virtually no effect at all on thorax length. The phenomenon might be 

tentatively identified with the differences between generation* observed 

in the analysis of the selection response. Those differences between 

generations are certainly not caused by differences in larval crowding, 

but if crowding has such a marked effect, minor variations in the food 

medium might also cause similar changes. The effect is also relevant 

to the interpretation of deviations from mid-parent values in crosses. 

3. Comppri&on of eoarahicaiiv 	Egggg nt 0. mLaste. 

It is of interest to compare the effects of selection in short term 

laboratory experiments, with the differences created by natural selection 

and isolation in geographically separated natural populations of Drosoithtla, 

The genotypes compared in this experiment were population cage etocLcs, 

maintained for many years in the laboratory and which were originally 

derived from wild flies trapped in the location denoted by the name of the 

stocks Kaduna (u. Nigeria); Pacific (w. coast, U.,h.); Caribbean 

(Caribbean); Gebarro5(5pain); Renfrew (ui. scotland); Sac Paulo (Srazil). 
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In spite of the fact that these stocks have been kept in the laboratory 

for many years, they still show characteristic differences in body size, and 

maintain plenty of genetic variation for size and othor characters, as can 

easily be demonstrated by seleCtione  

Eggs were collected from each stock and from a stock of D. S&Mlens s  

They were set up in live yeast cultures with 41) eggs per culture* when 

the females emerged samples of eight females from each of three vials per 

genotype were measured for thorax length. The samples were then split into 

two groups of four, and one group used for estimation of protein and the 

other for estimation of DNA (this work was done before the combined estimation 

technique was cteveloped). The results are presented in table 39. 

Tabla 39 (a) Yken Values.. 4eoarmhice1 Racee 

D.-malAnMe.ater £ 
Rsn?z'ew 83.9 263 .236 27 

Kaduna 76.3 262 229 33 

Caribbean 757 262 224 38 

5*0 Paulo 74.1 262 225 3? 

Gebarros 65.5 256 223 33 

.eimulans 
	

5905 	249 	208 	41 

(b) Variance Analysis 

Lamm of Veription 

Total 

Genotypes 

Within genotypes 

4*16  signifies p0.UU5 

£ £ 
iS? 338.5 

6 4545*** 

161 182 

.uii - uoros. 

- at P 

82 109 

6 351 

76 9tJ.3 

82 238 

6 845*** 

76 190 

Among the races of 0. selencoeste.r there is little evidence of any 

linear relationship between thorax length, and protein, or protein and DNA. 
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Protein varies much lees between genotypes than either thorax length or 

DNA and the asak at variation in protein content makes anaiyaie rather 

difficult. However, ONA and protein/DtA ratio can be examined in relation 

to thorax length, directly. This presentation shows that the races with 

a large thorax length tend to have a high DNA content. Also high DNA 

content is In general correlated with a low protein/DNA ratio, as Is implied 

by the  relative constancy in protein content among genotypes. 

It is interesting to contrast these results with the differences 

produced by selection for fifteen generations from the Gobaxroswild stock. 

The differences botcetrn the natural populations involve mainly differences 

In DNA content, with inverse changes in protein/DNA ratio. In the selected 

lines the average response was partly in DNA content, and pertly in protein/ 

DNA ratio, end these changes were positively correlated. 

P. dMjM is ømaller than the average of the Q. moiosetej. 

races, in both thorax length and protein content, In DNA and protein/DNA 

ratio, P. sLaujgps conforms to the same general relationships as the races 

of D mlenooester. There to no evidence of any sharp discontinuities in 

the growth relations to correspond with the species difference. A number 

of other species were competed in the next wxperimnt. 

4 Ccarison of rosoqt41e spgsiias. 

In a similar experiment to the preceding test, a number of species 

chosen for their large size differences were compared under optimal conditions, 

Although it cannot be assumed that conditions which are optimal for 

k, M014229JLStsr are also optimal for other species, the survival rate from 

egg to adult was reasonably high (greater than 5Q), and the size differences 



wer. quite large, so that valid comparisons can be med.. Two possibly 

exceptions were 0, M&QbMrgp which when cultured at 250  is clues to its 

lethal tempereture Limit, and which gave a survival rats of only 20,6, and 

also P. oarsmaanice which had a survival rate of 33. Tests would have 

to b made under a variety of conditions in order to estimate the relative 

contribution of genetic and environmental factors to the differences between 

these species. The results should be interpreted with this in mind* 

Eggs were collected and eat up in live yeast cultures In numbers 

swell enough to avoid competition among the larvae for food (40: eggs per 

vial for all, species except Pj funvbrls, V. .eUrionot.us and L paratndlani.ca. 

which were set up with 20 eggs ;ur vial). 5amples of four females from 

each of four replicate cultures ware taken from each culture for measurement 

of protein MA and thorax length. 

The results are presented in table 40 and in figure 10. 

TabLe 40 (a) 	iean vaiue 	soacies csona 

peciea I £ LI 

04 melanogester 65.9 250 149 101 457 

0. sia4ztns 69.0 236 152 84 453 

0o pseudo obscure 67.5 267 180 107 533 

0. persimilis 820 245 122 123 527 

P. subobecura 82.7 241 103 138 543 

0. ?unebris 134.5 310 198 1.12 528 

0. euronotue 146.8 241 138 103 506 

P. paz*eelanica 137.6 253 1.55 98 5(15 

(b) Variance sneiay4e 

sean*auares 

swso 	.Vence I p£ 
Total 118 999 421 795 

Species 7 16140* 5059*' 

Within species lU 44 117 266 

' signifies p <0.005 
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The thorax length is not a goad indication of the protein content 

over wide species differences, In particular, 0t euronotue and ! pare sJ.anica 

have a lower protein content then their thorax lengths uould indicate relative 

to 	4anooastuz. The protein and DNA contents among the species are 

distributed In an interesting way, The average of 22 elnooester and 

ON 	uisns can be taken as a convenient origin for ciarion. D. funebris 

and U. Wougg obacurs which have a higher protein content then 0, selanoQeetor 

also have approximately proportionally sore DNA, The other species which have 

approximately the same protein content as 0, melanocustari also differ 

appreciably in DNA content, but inverse Changes in protein/DNA ratio among 

these species render the DNA and protein contents independent. 

The distinction between species in the relations between protein and 

LNA is coincident with a difference in the relationship between protein content 

and thorax length* i, fggghlia and D. iseudo ocuru Show correlated differences 

in protein, thorax length, and DNA content. The other species, 0. euronotue, 

j, iaremoiantcs, 0o subobøcura end J raisilis. all show no correlation 

btwesn thorax length and protein content, or DNA, 

The protein/DNA ratio is lowest in 0, sinulans and 0.. mulenocaster. 

The large species, R&  funebrs and L. r  Dssudo obscure both have high protein! 

DNA reUoe, so that there is a positive correlation between ONA and protein/ 

DNA ratio in these species. 

Interpretation of these results in the same say as comparisons within 

single species is difficult because the DNA content per haploid genome 

probably differs in the different species. 	It is not known if this would 

have any effect at all on growth In DNA and protein content which might be 
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independent at the level of the whole organism, of the distribution of 

total DA into separate cells. It is, however, of interest that the 

large species contain nor DI4A than the smell specia, which suggests 

that the absolute DNA content, regardless of its distribution, is a 

necessary factor in the determination of body size* in other words, 

there appears to be an upper 31asit to the protein/DNA ratio, so that a 

large increase in size requires an increase in DNA content, At the other 

and of the scale of size, no such restriction exiata, so that DNA say 

very without any correlated effect on protein content. 
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C. WING CELL SIZE IN RtLT1Q14 TO PIUTEIH/DNA RATIO 

In a number of the experiments already described wings were removed 

from c GaMle of fWalse end mounted for measurement of wing call area 

(Robsrtsn 1959 a). In all cease cell counts were made in four contig U;OU* 

nonovarlapping fields, mid-way between the third and fourth ]ongl.tuuinsl 

veins, adjacent to the position of the posterior cross-vain. The field 

area was calibrated with the aid of a stage micriaaeter, Wing width wes 

also measured using a calibrated eyepiece micrometer*  In the comparisons 

that follow wing area is estimated as the lag or squared wing width, and 

cell area as lag of field area minus lag of cell number per field. 

kai Tegeeratu 

Larvae from a cross between two inbred lines wars cultured at 1609  

25 and 290* lout females from taut replicate cultures at each temperature 

were *assured for thorax length, wing width, wing cell area, protein and 

UhA • Table 41 shoes the now. values obtained, WIT, measures wing/ 

horex ratio, as tho difference between log wing area and log thorax length. 

lable -A-1 nj eftectpf te on 

temoeratire j ______ ______ 

29°  16 58.4 254 167 8 ? 106 	54 47 
25°  16 67.4 259 209 50 115 	59 48 
10 16 66.2 262 118 84 137 	81 71 

This cross is rather unusual in that the change due to temperature 

in thorax length and protein is so small. Thu wing, however, changes 

considerably, This is shown by the wing/thorax ratio which is 24% greater 

at 16°  than at 290. 8etwaen 160  and 25°9  wing cell area declines by 22, 

which is precisely the change in sing area. Therefore the change in wing 
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size is entirely expressed via cell size. Over the seee temperature range, 

the P/t) ratio in the body as a whole decreases by 34% and 01* increases by 

31$, so that the change in protein content is only 3%. Thus, the difference 

between temperatures in wing/thorax ratio can be related to the existence of 

Inverse changes in the components in the body, and their absence in the 

wing. At 29°  thóos relationships no longer appear to hold. The sharp 

decline in OM content at 290 may be caused by the approach to the lethal 

temperature 1iit for this genotype* 

ismp1Be of eight females from each or three inbrede and three crosses in 

the second larva.] crowding experiment were mounted for wing cell counts, 

The results are given together with the correlation end regression of 

wing on thorax length, and wing on cell eros, cell spas on P/t) ratio. 

The correlations were calculated from mean values for each measurement 

based on eight individuala. These results era given in table 42. 

bte 42. Inkr202spd Crooses 	Cellular rs]stlona 

_______  11112 US uipa qlLAr*a 

4 46.4 259 402 57.4 106 

8 45.? 257 404 52.8 114 

3 41.2 248 396 44.5 95 

4x8 4405 256 402 52.9 100 

4x3 5404 266 406 59.2 121 

8x3 54.6 258 405 59.7 10? 

v.itorsx. 	wino V. 

	

-f voeT a 0.870 
	 a 0.901 

	-ç 1%.P/D * 0.681 

	

bw.T a 0.599 
	

b*.A a 0.590 
	 bA.P/0 a 0.415 

	

s.b a 0.167 
	

ae.b a 0.141 
	 so.b a 0.221 
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The analysis shows that among the six genotypes, the regression 

of wing on thorax is less than unity. In other woxda, differences in 

body size are correlated with smaller differences in wing area. The 

regression of wing area on cdii area works out at 0.59 which shows that 

inverse differences in cell number accompany differences in wing call 

size (because b is lees than i.u). The wing call area and the protein/ 

L$4A ratio show quite $ high positive correlation. The mean haterosie 

in wing area (3,9%) to almost entirely caused by a similar heterosis 

in wing cell area (3.6%), and the hetarosie in protein content 

is largely caused by a change in prOtain/UhA ratio of 4.3. Thus 

there is good agreement between the genetic properties of variation k 

cell size in the wing, and that of pratath/DW ratio in the body as e 

whole, amongst thee. genotypes. 

In generations 3, 4, 710  9 and 10 of the selection eperimunt, wing 

mounts were made from the selected lines, controle, and the crosses 

between them. Table 43 gives the correlations and regressions, pooled 

within all generations , for the selected Lines and controls only. 

Tbie 43 
	

LWo cellular rel.ptjona se1rçt.on Wag  

4no y. Thorax 

* 0,963 

a 11.263 

se.b $ 0.024 

WL CGU Ai.! 

. 0.i13 

bw.A a 

ee.b a 0.637 

a 0.177 

bA.P/D * 0,042 

ss.b a 0.078 

In these Unea the regression of wing on thorax is low; the wing 

only changes by shout one third as much as tto body. The change in 

the size of the wing is accounted for by positively correlated changes 
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In wing  call area and wing call number, as is aheusn by the regression 

of wing area on cell  area of greater than 1.0a  However this regression 

obscures a diffetancC between the high and the low line with respect 

to the control. The high line, on average, has smaller wing cells 

than the control, so that the change in wing size is entirely vie call 

number changes. On the other hand, in the low line the response is 

mainly via ceLl size, which accounts for 74%,af  the total change in 

wing size, together with a 26 change in cell number in the same 

direction. 

Table 44 shows the average over el-i generation* of the deviations 

frci ctt-parent value in the various components. 

Thbie 44 RULAU200 trn ELL-ARM& .991A  

çroes 1. £ inrvt 

LxC 7.38 5.00 3.15 1.58 4.63 

BxC 2.63 6.25 1,23 4.94 6.38 

Lxii 8.05 3.Su 1.90 .081 4.00 

Avorageos 	602 	4.92 	2,09 	 1,15 	2,92 - 
On average over eli three crosses, the expression of hetarosts in the 

wing and the body appears to be similar, namely an increase in cell eras, 

or in protein/DNA ratio, accounts for about a half of the total heteroeis. 

Hoavar an examination of the individual creases reveals considerable 

differences in the expression of hetwoGiSs which the averages conceal* 

In the cross of low to control, heterasie in wing size is partly via 

cell size and pertly via cell number. Heterus-is in body size is entirely 

via call number, In the cross of high to control hetarosis in wing 



size is entirely via cell number, and in body size, entirely via cell 

size. In the cross between the two selected lines, both wing and body 

shoe hatarosie expressed vie cell size and protein/OM ratio respectively* 

Therefore, except in the sees of the cross between the two selected 

Lines, there is little consistency between the cellular relations in 

the wing, and the protein, OtM relations in the body,. This to in 

marked contrast to the situation which prevails in the inbred lines 

and crosses. 

(d) iiecies. 

Wings were mounted from the flies used in the comparison of different 

troapthiia species. Table 45 gives thu mean values and the regression 

analysis, rLach,  moon is based on eight individual wings, except for 

fVj g  wDrJJ uhich is based on only four wings. 

Tsb4c4 	 viXuiar 

Soecise AUS  

0. esianogaster 6509 250 407 58.0 101 

0. sinuiens 6900 236 393 54.7 84 

0o pseudo obscure 8705 267 422 88.3 107 

0. pvrsieilia 83 245 411 80,2 123 

0. funebris 134.8 310 438 51.0 112 

0. euronotus 146.8 241 426 42.0 103 

0, pazamaienice 137.6 253 440 40,1 98 

Am v. Thorex 
	

jqv. Cell Ares 
	

Coil Mss vPJ1 

w.T a 0.&58 	 -0.314 	-e h.p/U = 0.482 

bw.T a 0.414 	 = ..U.28? 
	

0.734 

se,b z 0.109 
	

ae,b w 0.38? 	snob a 0.595 

The regression of wing area on body size is lees than 1.0, end the 

correlation between wing size and cell area is low and negative. 



Therefore differences in wing size among species are very largely a 

function of wing cell number. The regression of wing call area en P/D ratio is 

quite high, although the standard error of the regression is large* 

In fact, the species fall into three groups, within each of which there 

is a strong correlation of protein/DNA ratio and wing cell area. This 

is illustrated in figure 11. A possible explanation of the differences 

in elevation between the three regression lines is that the DNA content 

per cell nucleus dit'rers among species. This is not an unreasonable 

explanation, but equally, differences in biochemical properties between 

species might lead to systematic errors in DNA or protein estimation which 

could cause a similar affect. Nevertheless it is worth using the 

observations to calculate a tentative estimate of relative DNA content 

per cell. This can be done as follows: considered as deviations from 

the overall maan#  if wing cell area is a valid unbiased estimate of average 

cell size in the body as a whole, the differences in mean protein per cell 

(p) will be equal to the differences in A. 

p = A. 

Total protein content (P) will be the product of protein per cell and 

cell, number (N). 

P = Up 

Similarly, total DNA content will be the product of DNA content per call 

(d) and cell number. 

0 = Nd. 

From these equations, 

d = U/N = 0 p/P a DA/P 

or in logarithmic terms 

d = 0 + A 	P. 
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The correlation at wing cull area, and this indirect eStimate of 0M 

content per osU worked out as shown in table 46. 

Table 46 	 1ioct estimates of'  MA ier Call 

U. inelanogestar 	 57 

U. •Jmulsne 	 71 

00 pseudo obscure 	 Bi 

U. puraimilis 	 58 

U. funebris 	 39 

0. euronotue 	 39 

0. paremelanice 	 43 

0.788 	bA.d 0.062 1 0.321 	(t5 a 2.684, p  0.05) 

The apparent high correlation of cell size and cull DUA content in 

di? ftuant species is of great theoretical interest, Hoever, it must 

be emphasised once again that systematic errors in the biochemical 

estimations would lead to a aimilar correlation* fUse, it is not 

known if differences in cell size in the wing truly represent general 

cell size differences in the body. Evidence of such a correlation was 

obtained in the cease of temperature effects in U. maienaoapter and 

also In the inbred lines and crosses. The selected lines showed no 

evidence of such a correlation however. The significance level attached 

to the apparent correlation of wing cell area and estimated DNA per cell 

Is therefore misleading. The result is quoted merely as a stimulus for 

further Investigation with a lees dubious technique. 
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average OrA content per cell is constant. This assumption would not be 

expected to hold good for comparisons of different plos22hila spcies, In 

which the DNA content per genoma might well be different. Within a species 

it is reasonable to assume that the genomo size, that is, the haploid DNA 

content of the germ cell nuclei, is a constant. In the UecJiiAa adult, 

most of the aellø are diploid, but some tissues contain cells of higher 

plotdy, This will not effect the statue at the sesumptLon unless the 

proportions of cells of higher ploidy are vary different in the groups 

compared* If the distribution at different call types romaine the ammo, 

then any changes in total )NA content must reflect corresponding changes 

in the number of cells. Another phenomenon which would effect the statue 

of the assumption would be the occurence of a differential amplification 

of parts of the genose in particular tissues (Pvan and 1* Cunha 1989). 

Again this would not be relevant unless it occured to different extents In 

the groups under comparison. finally even it such phenomena accounted for 

some of the variation in D content, nevertheless variation i44.ceJ.l numbers 

would also play a major part. In the absence of any published evidence, which 

would make it possible to assess the importance of these phenomena in [roeoohUa 

adults, it has been assumed for the purposes of interpretation and discussion, 

that variation in cell number is the chief cause of differences in total 

DNA content. 

The use of the ratio of total protein/total "A  as an estimate of 

average cell size is subject to similar qualifications to those examined above. 

Clearly, to the extent that DNA is correlated with call, number and protein 

provides a good estimate of body size, the ratio will he a good estimate 

of mean call size. In audition, the ratio has an independent validity. 
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It is known from published evidence (Dobahansky, 1929; irsky and His, 1951; 
11 

Uoim.Heneen, 1969) that DNA content per osU, nuclear values, and frequently 

cell value., are all highly correlated when the difference in DNA content is 

Urge,, for example due to differences in ploidy. It could be inferred from 

this evidence that the protsin/Of4i. ratio Is a fUnd*ment*l cellular 

characteristic, whose limits of variation with respect to genetic and 

environmental factors must be determined by sxierLiraent. Therefore thets 

I* a strong cese for studying growth in terse of protein, ONA and protein/ 

DNA ratio* (low far each individual situation departs from the simplest 

case in which the binchemicul evidence can be directly interpreted in terms 

of cell, size and call number must be determined experimentally. 

In principle body size can be analysed into two components, cell 

size and cell number. The rationale for such an analysis has been developed 

In the introduction. An analogous analysis can be applied to the biochemical 

variables, protein and DNA, without making any assumptions about the Inter-

pretation of the variables in terms of cell size and cell number. In this 

analysis total protein is considered as the product of two components, namely 

the amount of protein per unit of DNA, and the amount of DNA. The relation-

ship expressed in logarithmic terms is given in equation 1. 

(1) 

for convenience of exposition P/D will be written as a variable, ), where 

X represents the true value at P/O, unbiased by errors of measurement. 
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The variance of protein content con now be expressed; 

2p .6' 20 •G-2 x + 2 cow LX 	 (2) 

Equation 2 means that the variance in protein is the am at variation 

in DNA, venetian in protein/DM ratio, and the covariance between these 

two components. The thirdaoveniarsce term is very important in the present 

context because it may take a negative value and thus reduce or eliminate 

the effect of variation in the oospumont,e, on the total valatian in protein. 

If it were possible to seesuna true DNA content and true protein/ 

DNA etio independently and without error, then the system could be fully 

described in these terse, However, errors of meaeureaent to protein and 

DNA will also appear in the protein DNA ratio. Since errors in DNA appear 

in the denominator of P/), their presence in the date will generate a 

spurious negative correlation between the ccvzponunte. For this reason 

It is necessary to examine carefully the affect and magnitude of errors. 

The method used to calculate the correlation between protein/DNA 

ratio and DNA depend, on the information provided by the observed regression 

of protein on DNA. First, consider the relation between the true correlation 

of DNA and protein, and the true correlation between DNA and protein/DNA 

ratio. Using Wright's method of path analysis (Wright, 1969)0  it is 

possible to thea that, 

P 
N[xD 

pD a J + tfxD 

PO 	•9.2 	xo 

pDe 
	

(3) 
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also bpD 

therefore bpD I + 	) 	 (4) 
G7 U  

Thus if the correlation between protein/DNA ratio, and DNA in zero, than 

the regrneeion of protein on DNA will be equal. to 1.0. If there is a 

correlation between the two components the numerical relation between it 

and the regression will depend on the relative magnitudes of (TX and (Si). 

Equations 2 and 4 can be solved for T 
2 

X and-VXO, 

a2x • 2-fl xirorx 	) 
) 

bpD a 1. • ( cTxcw/cfl)) 	) 

therefore 	 • 9-2X + 20-2
0 (bpD - 1) 

therefore (fl 2  a <2 6-02  2 r21) bpD + 2 r20 

therefore 0
-2X 	 • cr21). 2 	$4) 

therefore c?X acrp +dL) (3. - 2 $0) 

therefore cT2X = o- p Cr 
2  U (2 bp() 1) 	 (5) 

and 	XD *- 	 (6) 

Therefore, in principle it is perfectly possible to evaluate the 

variance of rotain/DUA ratio and the correlation between protein/DM ratio 

and Ormp from measurements on DNA and protein and the correlation between 

them. An analogous procedure is given for wing cell size and number is 

given by Robertson (1959 a). 

In practice protein and DNA can only be eeti.tud, aa that it is 

necessary to find the affect of errors on the equations. In particular 

It is important to see if any systematic bias will be introduced into the 

estimate of the correlation by errors. 
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The model used to evaluate the effects of 

errors is shown in the accompanying figure. 

If the errors (Ep, Ed) are assumed to be 

independent of the true values (P, 0), than 

the variances of the observed values 

(Pa, Do) will be, 

cr 2p0 	•Ep) 
l 	) 	 (•1) 

cr 2Docr 2D +cr'gd ) 

From 2 9  (7 2 x = ( 0-2  PO -  (cr 2oa u.o-2Ed) 	21xocr06-x 	(a) 

Also, cp000  = 

therefore Pa0o 	(Ti' • cD 	(7D •(5X'VXD 	
(from 3) 

cro 	(T Do 

therefore f PoDo 
=YD + 'r-xp C•i) X 	 (9) 

'T Po DO 

Equations U and 9 can be solved 

( Ur-  2Po .a-'Cp) - (i2Do - rLd) - 2(1-P 	Pouo -rOo +Cd) 

therefore 9.2X = (727Q 	 r2 )Ø • 2  E 2 	 + 2cT00 2 

Therefore 0 	= cPa + SD0 2 fPoDo (T-Poll-go 	q2Cd 

therefore 01--2X a c7- Po o- to (2bpoDo * 1) - cr2Ed - J Cp 	Yl) 

And 	 XD s 
cr x cr 

therefore -r XU a ?IDO (bPu 	lj+c- I 

crxjcr-  Do 

Cquatians LU and 11 reduce to equations 5 end 6 when a-2Cp = er2Cd a0. 

It can be seen that if errors of measurement are not taken into account, 

estimates of the variance of protein/WA ratio, ZT2X, Will be Larger than 

the true value, end that the correlation,''-D, will be biased in a negative 

direction. 
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In practice equations 10 and 11 need only be applied in the case of 

within culture components of variance, because errors of estimation are 

associated only with this components  for between culture and treatment 

effects, equations 6 and 7 will give unbiased estimatess 

With these facts in mind we are now in a position to reexamine 

the data to sea how variation in protein is determined by its components. 

In the presentation of the results* indications of invers, variation between 

the components have been emphasised. These include such features ma 

significant variation between treatment means for UhA but not for protein, 

and Low values for the regression of protein on DPaA. 

Ansiysiaof the observed variation in the com onents ot bodY size 

When crosses between inbred lines were cultured at different 

temperatures, it was found that the environmental temperature during 

development influenced adult protein and DUA contents in such a way that 

at higher temperatures DtA content was higher and protein content lower 

than at lower temperatures, Thus when differences in size were caused 

by the temperature during larval life, the smallest individuals had the 

highest OM contents (table 2), These differences ware highly significant, 

so it must be concluded that inverse changes in protein and protein/L)NA 

accompany changes in developmental tampuraturo during growth. Robertson 

(1959 a) examined the affects of temperature on the cellular relations in 

the wing in similar material (inbred lines and crosses), He found that 

changes in wing size were entirely attributable to changes in cell size 

with no change in wing cell number. The cause of the apparent discrepancy 

between the two sate of results may lie in the silomutnic relationship 



between wing and body airs. The wing shows a greater degree of thança in 

$ize with temperature then the body, so that in addition to any general 

temperature effects on the cellular relations which would affect both 

wing and body size squally, there say be special effects which are responsible 

for the change in slloaetry between taaperatuzes. This explanation was 

supported by the experiment in which both biochemical and wing cell count 

tuchnLLuee were applied to the progeny of a cross between two inbred lines 

cultured at three temperatures (table 41)* it was found that in the case 

of this particular cross, temperature caused very little change in body 

size, but a large change in wing size. Between 160  and 250  wing call 

size and protein/DNA ratio were highly correlated. In the body as a 

whole there were inverse changes in DNA and protein/DNA ratio, but in the 

wing, the change was entirely in cell size. Thus, the evidence from this 

test is compatible with both the present biochemical date, and the earlier 

results of Robertson on cellular relations in the wing*  

It would be interesting to extend these studios to material which 

ehou,e differences in alloset.rLo relations in view of the correlation 

established here between cellular change and elioeetri.c ones. Such 

differences can be established by selection (Robertson 1962). A more 

systematic investigation might throw a new light on the genetic determination 

of allometric growth relations of different organs* 

In the nutritional tests on axenic eeda, a moderate reduction of 

oaasatn concentration caused inverse changes in DNA and protein/MA ratio 

leaving body size very little changed* in contrast reduction of the RNA 

concentration caused a correlated decline in both components. Robertson 
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(1959 a) also compared the effects of HtA and cassein deficiencies on wing 

call size and number. He used (among others) the Gabarzroswild stock rather 

than crosses of inbred lines as in the present tests. His results, however, 

were very similar to the results reported hare, Robertson drew attention 

to the greater susceptibility of cell number then cell size to nutritional 

deficiencies. He did not emphasise the inverse changes in cell size and 

cell number, but examination of his figures shows that they were undoubtedly 

present, 

Moderate levels of larval crowding whioh caused no change in either 

body size or development time, nevertheless caused highly significant variation 

in DNA content (table 10). It follows that inverse changes In protein/DNA 

ratio and DNA were involvd. This was first discovered in a test on a cross 

between two inbred lines* The same rasuitwes subsequently obtained on a 

number of other crosses and inbrede, although not all the genotypes tested 

showed this kind of response to crowding* in unelected wild stock also 

gave a similar result when tested. The consistency of these tests leave 

no doubt as to the reality of the phenomenon. The cause of these changes 

cannot be considered the same as the nutritional iaffect of reduced ceasein 

in the medium, because the changes in DNA, and protein/DNA ratio are opposite 

in direction in the two cases. 

The average differences between inbrede and crosses were often found 

to involve inverse changes in DNA and protein/DNA ratio. In the first 

largo scale test, inbrede had on average 26A more DNA and a 21 lower 

protein/ 	ratio than crossas.(tsble 14). The earns situation was found 

In comparisons of inbrede and crosses at 20 and 250, but at 290, 
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had higher DNA end iouz protaiWDNA than Lnbrsda. Robertson (1959, b) in 

a sls4iu comparison found that both wing cell size and wing cell number one 

larger on average in crosses than in inbrads. This observation cannot easily 

be reconciled with the present results, since in a eweple of lnbreds and 

crosses, the differences in cell size in the tuing, and the differences in 

protein/DNA ratio in the body as a whole, were found to be quite highly 

correlated (table 42). However in the temperature comparisons and  in the  

crowding taste, a good deal of genotype-environment interaction was detected 

In the expression of hetarosiso for example, in the first two crowding teats 

all crosses except one gave positive deviations from mid-parent value in 

protein/DNA ratio, and negative deviations in DNA content. In the third 

test, all crosses had higher DNA and lower protein/DNA ratios then their 

parents, Thus although the differences between iribrada and creases frequently 

Involve Inverse changes in the components, the component which is higher in 

the crosses is Oct always protein/DNA ratio. In some crosses haterosia in 

DNA content is found even in Optimal conditions and in certain suboptimal 

environments, the hutarosie may be expressed in DNA content in all crosses. 

This effect reflects the importance of genesenvironmant interactions in the 

inheritance of MA content. In view of these interactions it is not really 

surprising that a different set of iribrads should give difference results, 

indeed this may be an indication of the flexibility of the developmental 

system which controls body size in PrsophLla. 

The variance among inbred lines and among crosses can be analysed 

Into components according to equation 2 by the method outlined above. auth 
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an analysis was weds for the data from the test of inbrede and creases 

under optimal conditions (table 45), 

PireatlabIa  45 	 ______ 

between Inbraus 	4 342 	18 

Between Crosses 	9 	93 173 

Indirect Utim.81ag 

cr2pJQ cPjD.t 2 CuU P/UAR  

	

243 0.624 	82 

	

37 .0.730 	-117 

This more rigorous analysts helps to show that the most striking 

contrast between tabreds and crosses lies in the correlation between 

protein/DNA ratio and DNA content, This is high and negative in crosses, 

and high and positive in inbreda. It is the sign of the correlation which 

largely determines the total vatience in protein. This can be seen by 

adding up the separate components af(r2P, that is ?D,r 2P/D and the 

covarisno, term* when the covariance term is negative the total variance 

in protein content is emsfl despite a high variance in DNA content, 

SiaUsr comparisons were calculated for the contrast between inbreds 

and crosses in the tsperatura experiment (table 46). Theta is a complete 

positive correlation between protein/DNA ratio and DNA content in the inbreda, 

and a complete negative correlation in the crosses. 

Table 46 	 uiyect Estia•4es 	 Indiract Letimetas 

L T r2 -2pj j 	c PJD.D 

Temperature on Inbred* 2 1425 118 	722 	1.00 	585 

Tsmperat.urc on Lrsse5 2 1731 1283 	588 	.01,99 	.5440 

finally, analysis of the uithinculture variance for inbrede and 

crosses was calculated using estimates of the errors of measurement (see 

methods pegs i) for DNA and protein to correct the observed variances 

(as equations 9 and 10). These results are given in table 47. 
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60 	U.419 

155 *0.866 286 

Once more, the louter variance in crosses is correlated with • 

larger negative covarience term then in the inbred** 

Turning nest to the selection experiment, the response to selection 

for thorax length was accompanied by correlated changes which were quite 

different in the high and the low lines* in the high line there was, 

an average, a correlated change in DNA cotent of 24% of the total change 

in thorax length. In the low Line the change in DNA amounted to 17, of 

the change in thorax length (table 35). In wing cell area, there was an 

average decline of 14% in the high line, and 19% In the low line. Thus 

the correlated change in wing area was caused in the case of the high line 

entirely by an increase in cell nuatsere and in the  case of the low line, 

largely by a decrease in cell size. The changes in cellular relations in 

the wing were therefore quite different from the changes in protein/DNA 

ratio and DNA content in the body as a whole (table 43). 

Crosses betseon the selected lines showed an average increases in 

body size and wing size which were caused by similar increases in protein/ 

DNA ratio and wing cell site respectively. It is possible that noflm*dditive 

genetic changes may cause general effects an cell size and protein/DNA ratio, 

while changes caused by selection are more specific. 

Both the cellular relations of the wing and the biochemical data from 

the body as a whole shoe evidence of inverse variation in the components of 
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size. Rubartaun (1959, b) selected for changes in thorax length in a 

series of experiments similar to the present one. He found a correlated 

response in wing cell number in every case, but wing cell area showed no 

consistent tendency to change in the seas direction as body size. Significant 

changes In wing cell area did occur, but were sooetiaas in the opposite 

direction to the change in wing cell number. Thio situation was found in 

the high line in the present experiment. 

The biochasical data reported for this experiment is of additional 

value, because teats were made throughout the course of the selection response. 

Evidence for inverse variation appeared in the early (first to third) generations 

of selection for small size when a decline in protsLn/OtA ratio was accompanied 

by an increase in UfA content. In the high line inverse changes in the 

ccmponnts persisted until the and of the experiment even though by this 

stage a considerable increase in protein content had been produced by selection. 

These differences between generations are further evidence of the gene 

environment interactions which affect the inheritance of Dtffi content. In 

view of the Interactions it is not pceible to relate these results to those 

of Church and Robertson (1965 b) Which were based on selection lines maintained 

and tested on axenic wedia. On the basis of the present selection lines, 

there apeers to be very little correlation between changes In cellular relations 

In the wing and the ONA and protein contents of selected strains, Selection 

for body size regularly causes correlated changes in wing size, but the 

composition of the change In terms of cell size and cell number are at present 

unpadicteble. Possibly certain dietary restrictions, operating vie gone-

environmont intaractiono, determine the nature of the response, The results 

of Church and Hobertaon would seem to suggest this, and the present data 
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provides evidence of the sensitivity of selected lines to minor environmental 

variations In the expression of size differences in terse of protein and DNA 

content. For example, the crowding teat at generation seven showed that 

a degree of larval crowding which has no effect on body size, nevertheless 

has a major effect on the DNA content. This effect on DNA and protein was 

different In the high and low lines and the control, and therefore represents 

a gone-environment Interaction in the expression of genetic differences 

In size. 

In conclusion, many of the effects observed earlier on selected lines 

using wing cell size anc number rolations have also been observed in the 

selection lines studied here. However, examination of the now material 

by both wing cell counts and biochemical techniques has shown that in the 

body and in the wing the cellular relations may be to a large extent Independent, 

during the course of selection, even though a definite relationship exists 

between the overall size of the wing and the size of the body. The 

extent of such Independence re*neina a subject for further study. 

Comparison of geographical races of PzschUs for protein and DNA 

gave results which are directly comparable to a similar experiment of 

Robertson (1989, a)* it was found that although there was very Little 

difference between most of the lines in protein content, there were quite 

large differences in DNA, indicating inverse variation, The DNA content 

was correlated with the thorax length, The results are very similar to 

those of Robertson who found differences in wing size to be mainly accounted 

for by cell number differences, Although it was not amphaeieed at the time 

his date also show evidence of inverse variation between cell size and number 
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in the same way as DNA and protein/DNA ratio in the present lines. 

The nine species competed in the present study also differed 

substantially in DNA content. These differences were only correlated with 

protein and thorax length in the largest species. In the species with 

approximately the ease protein content as 1)& melanocesto; substantial 

inverse difference in DNA end protein/DNA ratio were observed. In this 

experiment, however, DNA differences are not easy to interpret because of 

possible differences in the DNA content per cell between species* 

PosejbAo Zntaroretstjpno of the Observations 

It has been established that an inverse relationship between protein/ 

DNA ratio and D4A is a wIdespread fe*tute of variation In body size in 

AosWbAae This is often correlated withs  or associated with, similar 

variation An call size and call number in the wings  It therefore seems 

reasonable at this stage to work an the assumption that these phenomenon 

share the ease causation at some stage in development. 

The simplest modal which could be put forward to explain the 

Inheritance of body size is the additive model which requires that the 

phenoypu (size) is the sum of a number of components, which may very 

independently. It follows from this definition that each component could 

Itself be regarded as a genetic character and that the seas laws would 

govern the inheritance of the phenotype as those that governed the inheritance 

of its component parts. This model can immediately be ruled out by the 

observations. The components of body sizes, protein/tXA ratio and DNA 

content 6o not very independently. The equation 

*cr2P/U 	s 2 CULl P/U,Q 
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describes the variation of the phenotype in terms of its components. 

If those were independent, then the covariance term would be equal to 

zero. 	The observations suggest that this is rarely the case; 	the 

covariance term is often negative and is sometimes positive and this 

property itself appears to depend on genetic factors. 	It is therefore 

necessary to devise more complex models to explain the data. 

There are basically two models that might be adequate to explain 

the observations. They will be referred to as the independence model 

and the regulatory model, and they represent two extreme positions whose 

implications are relatively simple to deduce. The two models are not 

incompatible however and a developing organism might actually embody properties 

of bath. 	The models merely provide a set of hypotheses on which to base 

further study. 

IncIapancjece i1odsj 

DNA and protein might be regarded as independently determined 

variables in the adult body composition. 	In developmental terms this 

implies that the rate of growth of protein content is unaffected by changes 

in the rate of LThih synthesis, which further implies that the protein/DNA 

ratio is determined entirely by the relative rates of synthesis of the two 

components, The causal relationships in this model are illustrated in the 

diagram. 

Pb 
rota P synthesis 

D2 

\ 
ZI 	_- prate  synthesis 	

2 	) 
development time 
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on the basis of such a model, variation in the rate of DNA synthesis 

will cause variation in DNA content and protein/DNA ratio, but not in protein 

content which is completely determined by the rate of protein synthesis and 

the development ties. Because the path from zeta of DNA synthesis to 

protein/DNA ratio is negative, variation in the rate of DNA synthesis will 

also cause a negative correlation between protein/DNA ratio and DNA content, 

s has been observed in the data under øonattisretion. However, there are 

a number of reasons why this modal must be rejected or at least modified* 

Firstly, on general grounds a model such as this em strains credulity 

when the nature of the growth process is considered. It seems unlikely 

that in the growth of multicellular organism, DNA synthesis can be to any 

great extent independent of cell division and growth. The converse situation 

of Limited growth in cell site independent of cell division and DNA synthesis 

is more credible, but this would cause differences in protein content with 

constant DNA. The production of a constant protein content in the presence 

of venetian in DNA is a much more difficult process to imagine on the cellular 

level. This is particularly so in view of the evidence mentioned earlier 

of a broad correlation between cell size and nuclear DNA content# in fact 

it some much more reasonable to consider cell size as a genetically controlled 

primary variable (that is to say, a variable detaruinad by the genetic 

constitution of the cell, its histological position, and state of differentiation) 

rather than as an and product of independent growth in DNA and protein. This 

situation is not entirely incompatible with the independence model, which 

uld be modified, for example by making protein/DNA ratio a primary variable 

and the rate of DNA synthesis a dependent one. Howavor, certain other 



features of the experimental data suggest that the independence modal 

is inapplicable, 

It was observed that in a number of instances a low variance in 

protein content was correlated with e high variance in DA content* for 

example, the contrast between inbrød lines and crosses shows this feature 

repeatedly in a number of experiments. Such a correlation is not expected 

on the basis of the indepenuenco model except by chance (i.eo not me a 

result of any causal connection embodied in the eystsrn). The model has 

been investigated mathematically by setting arbitrary values for the 

variances of the primary variables, and the correlations between thee, and 

calculating the resulting correlations and variances of protein, DNA and 

protein/DNA ratio. Under no circumstances did a change in a primary 

variable lead to any association between variance in protein, and variance 

in 	, to conform with the observations* Therefore this model must be 

rejected* 

The other basic model which eight account for the obsarvatiana is 

one which involves the concept of regulation. In this model it is envisaged 

that en overall genetic control of size is exercised,mbioh renders the 

phenotype partially inendsnt of thangas in certain of its coaponento, 

This Independence is only achieved by opposite compensatory chnee in other 

componrte, The present data reveal nothing about the developmental mechanisms 

by which such a process might be accomplished. At this stags it is first 

necessary to see what the properties of such o model might be, and to see 

if the data era compatible with these properties. 



In the aeciel case of a system which functioned exactly to minimise 

variation in protein content, there would be no variance in protein, and 

the components would show a complete inverse correlation. The resulting 

situation would be experimentally indistinguishable from the independence 

model although of course its causes would be rather different. Only when 

a regulatory system functions inexactly so that there is a finite variance 

In protein content can the two models be distinguished by the method which 

was vised to reject the independence sodal. In such s Case, the variation 

In protein content would be finite, the variation in the components would 

be greater than the variation in the overall phenotype and mould be inversely 

correlated. This iu precisely the relationship shown by protein, MIA and 

protein/(AA ratio in many of the experiments described hero. Furthermore, 

it it war* possible to modify the efficiency of the regulatory r:ceoe, 

genetically or by .xierLmentel means by reducing the capacity for regulatory 

variation in the compensatory component, this would increase the phenotypic 

variance in protein content and tend to abolish the negative correlation 

between the components. Thus, this system would explain the one feature 

of the experimental data which the independence model. did not predicts  

namely the aeoietion between a high variance for protein and * low variance 

for DOA in certain experimental. situations* The comparison of £rsbrada and 

crosses at different environmental temperatures illustrates this, Between 

200 and 290  inbreds decline acre in prutsin content then croasas., UMA 

content is virtually unchanged in the Lnbreds, but in crosses it increases 

sharply. This is accompanied by a decline In variance for PPM, an increase 

in variance for protein, end a change in the correlation of protein/014A ratio 
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and DNA content in a positive direction, The some trends apply between 

2 ° and 25° in the inbrade but break down at 29 (table 22). This syndrome 

Of effects is entirely in accordance with the regulatory model outlined above, 

on the hypothesis that an increased environmental temperature in acme way 

interferes with the capacity of the rstam to regulate. M aimiler case 

may be made out to explain the di ffsronces in vnrience between Lnbreds and 

crosses and for the within culture effects in Lnbrede and crosses (tables 

45 and 47). 

Another aspect of the chsorvatiarn3 which lend* indirect support to 

this hypothesis is the very variebie expression of genetic differences in 

terms of protein/DNA ratio and DNA content, even in the absence of any 

variation in size. This is dramatically illustrated in the expression 

of deviations from aid-parent value in crosses. The hataroeis is most 

Often eXpresUeti vie an increase in protein/DNA ratio, with a negative 

change in Or content, (table 18 tb 3). But in sw3e conditions, 

heterosie may be oxprnssed uth an inroaee Ln DN~i content (table 23, 

table 31). To explain this behaviour an the Lnd*pandancs modal it is 

necessary to make the firbitrary eesumtian that DNA is much more subject 

to environmental effects than protein. On the basis of the regulatory 

hypothesis, the unusual features or the inheritance of DNA content follow 

inevitably from its regulatory function (or because it reflects underlying 

regulatory factors). However it would be a mistake to press this hypothesis 

too far an the baste of relatively crude evidence, Developmental studies 

would be necessary to distinguish true regulatory mechanisms as distinct 

from limited independence of the components, 
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General 	Ucetion& of the reavilk&REW sodal 

It is possible to break down a complex character like body size 

Into a number of clearly defined components so that the character is simply 

the sum of these components. It this were also true of the developmental 

interrelations between the overall character end its elements, then it would 

be theoretically valid to describe the genetic control of such a character 

In terms of the genetic control of its components. However, with the 

regulatory modal a? the deveiaitsont of a character, this is not the case; 

the genetic control of the complex character is partially independent of 

that of its conetitutant parts. for example, body size differences are 

inherited In $ largely additive manner but differences in DNA content 

show highly non-additive genetic behaviour • Therefore it cannot be 

argued that the kind of inheritance which a character shown necessarily 

reflects the special properties of the particular genes concerned with its 

control. The determination of the formal components  of genetic variation 

in ONA content (i.eo additive, dominance and interaction), would be a 

rather pointless and misleading exercise if this were done in isolation 

without reference to the physiological significance of DNA in the process 

of growth. An interpretation of its variation can only be meaningful in 

terms of its regulatory function, according to the modal. Indeed, when 

highly non-suditive genetic behaviour is encountered, the possibility that 

the trait sight be a pert of a regulatory system should be considered* 

In general, it would frequently be misleading to asks inferences *bout 

genetic characteristics from studies of any convenient quantitative variables 

made in isolation from their developmental context. 
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In terms of the regulatory moe1, a genetic interpretation depends 

an how the affecti of a given substitution are expressed as variation in 

body 13ize and its underlying components. The two possible extreme 

situations arcs (1) when genetic differences sot on body size independently 

of the regulatory system, (Li) when genetic differences cause changes in the 

state of the underlying regulatory system, without any concomitant changes 

in body size. The latter situation is exemplified in the experiment of 

Robertson (19599  b), in which wing cell, size was increased by selection 

without any resulting change in overall wing size beCause of a decline in 

cell number which accompanied the change in cell size. Another example 

of the some kind can be deduced from the data of Anders and Iahriy (1967) 

who compared the RNA, DNA and dry weight of third mate: larvae from 

diploid and tzipl.oid stocks of 0g 	 Wihen their results were 

converted into measurements comparable to those used in the present study, 

it was round that DNA content was 38% lower in the 01p1oid strain than in 

the dipl.oid. Dry weight was only 13 lower and RA/DNA ratio (which can 

be roughly equated with prutsin/0W ratio) was 25% higher in the triploid 

than in the dl.pioid. On the basis of the modal proposed to explain the 

present data, the roeu]ta of Anders and F'ahrig can be explained as follows; 

Triploid cells are larger than normal diploid cells, but the increase has 

no effect on size because of a large decline in the number of the cells. 

The other extreme situation in which genetic differences cause 

Independent affects on body size obtains in the initial generations of 

selection for body size. In the present studies it was found that the 

response to selection in body size was expressed in repeated tests in a 

variety of ways, i.e. either as changes in protsin/DA ratio or as changes 
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In LWJA content. Therefore it can be argued that the response to selection 

is in body size independent or the regulatory system. 

Un the basis or this distinction between genetic variation in 

independent body size and genetic variation in the state of' the regulatory 

systems  it is possible to define two categories of genese 5uch a 

distinction is a purely formal one and say be quite artificial, since 

the sods of venetian caused by a particular substitution any be a function 

more of environmental conditions and residual genetic effects then of the 

particular nature of the gene its4f. In other words, if the property 

of regulation rests on the integration of the activity of a great number of 

lad, than the more ef fective the integration, the sore efficient will be 

the regulation and the less likely it will be that a given gene substitution 

will osues a change in the size of the organism* such a hypothesis has its 

difficulties; for oxempie, it would be possible to predict on this basis 

that the rate of response to selection for size would initially be low but 

would then accelerate as the previously integrated genetic structure use 

broken down, In feat, the rate of response is maximal initially and 

subsequently declines, 

In caflclusiofl, the distinction between the two categories of genoa, 

If nothing sore, is a useful simplification on which to bees further discussion. 

In the normal course of selection for larger body size, genetic changes 

which behave as if independent will provide the bs for the response in 

the first instance. After fixation of any such independent variation, 

further repartee would be conditional upon the inactivation of the developmental 

regulatory mechanisms so that genetic variation which initially had an effect 
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only an the inverse variation of the components would at this stage begin 

to be expressed as correlated changes in body size, This may be an explanation 

for the increased interaction and dominance effects sometimes observed after 

long continued selection. In this situation the inheritance of body size 

would conform to the ease rules as the inheritance of its components, i.e. 

the system would have been reduced to the basic *additive" developmental 

model considssd earlier. The present lines have not been selected for 

long enough to test this hypothesis. However a similar explanation can 

be put forward to explain the contrast between inbred lines and crosses. 

In inbred lines strong evidence has been presented which shows that size 

is simply the sum of the independent values of its components end that 

when inbred lines are crossed a more normal genetic situation is restored, 

which is associated with the appearance or a negative correlation between 

the components of. size and a reduced variance of size. On the present 

hypothesis control of oize has been transferred from a genetic structure 

which controls sire via the components, to one which controls independent 

body size. 

Hera we have a link between an observable developmental phenomenon 

and the otherwise nebulous concept known as genetic balancet inverse 

variation of the conponate may be an attribute of genetic eytose which 

possess developmental homeostasis. Theoretically, under suitably defined 

environmental conditions, it should be possible to compete the status of 

particular genotypes in respect of their integration, balance or homeostatic 

properties, using an independent developmental criterion tether then the 

variance of the character itself. 
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To develop this theory any further it will be necessary to find out 

much mare about the rules which govern the expression of genetic differences, 

either as changes of body aire or as inverse changes in the underlying 

regulatory variables. On. the physiological level it Is quitt easy to 

understand the action of genetic factors which influence the underlying 

variables, e.g. cell size. A much more difficult peoo&em is to formulate 

a modal on the phyeioloyicel level which would account for the genetic 

control of body size, independent of the components. 

It body size is in any sense subject to developmental control, then 

two essential reuiromente follows (I) that the developing organism should 

be able to measure its own size, or something correlated with it, (ii) that 

this information can be communicated to the cieveloping tissues so that 

appropriate corrective changes can be mado,  to the programme of development, 

It is Integrating functions such as these which distinguish higher organisms 

from unicellular onus. It some most likely that the hormonal and neural 

systems of the organism are the ones which mediate the functions of inter-

cellular commication and integration. If this is so then it is probable 

that the genetically determined characteristics of these systems will 

eventually turn out to be the physical heals of the control of body size. 

To illustrate this point in a general way, the following oimp1a scheme was 

devised. 

The size of the organism is represented 

by Ue ractencjular box. An organ, 

pruiucos a hormone X' at constant 

concentration throughout development. 

64 	4 	 The concentration of "Xe' in the haeaoiymph 
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is measured by an argon 	which produces a rowth stimulating substance 

Uf  in proportion to the measured concentration of X in the heeao3.ymph. 

Such a system would show some regulatory properties. For example, if 

an environmental or genetic effect (C2, £2)  increased the growth rate of 

the tissues, this would cause a reduction in the concentration of X which 

would cause a reduced stimulation of U and therefore a reduced concentration 

of Y and thus a reduction in growth vets to its former level. The pathway 

of control shown diegramaticelly takes the form of a negative feedback loops 

() 	X 	—3) —4 Y 	> Growth rate 

Any genetic factors or environmental factors which operated on 

components of the uYstOm  within  the closed loop of the negative feedback 

circuit would have no ultimate effect on growth veto, e.gt the factors, 

C3, £3g  which affect the sensitivity of 8 to the concentration of X would 

have no effect on growth rote. Factors like t, £ would houever have an 

effect on growth rate by their influence on the rate of synthesis of X 

by A. These factors would determine the rate of growth of the whole 

system and would be equivalent to factors which & terwine independent 

body size. Finally any factors e.g. C
40  £, which limited the capacity 

of the tissues to respond to the stimulatory effect of V (e.go severs 

nutritional limitation) would cause a breakdown of the regulatory mechanism 

by precluding the possibility of a regulatory response. 

Thus even a hypothetical system whose organisation is as simple as 

this one has considerable possibilities for regulatory behaviour. if the 

system is slightly modified so that the response to the hormone is via 
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increesm rats of cell division, then all the essential factors are present 

which are necessary to generate negative correlations between cell size 

and cull number. 

This model is introduced merely to iliustreta the essentially simple 

systems which could account for what may appear to be rather complex 

phamxms, If the hormonal system use ecassaiblo to investigation, 

further study might well load to an understanding of one of the most 

interesting and characteristic features of higher organisms, namely that 

of the integrated control of the growth of the organism and its parts 

in the course of development. 
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